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Group #1 4 C. 0. Muehlhause
+

1.  Neutron Cross Sections at 120 ev and 345 ev (C. T. Hibdon)

Additional total neutron cross section determinations were made

-'             at the scattering resonance energies of C059 and Mn55 (cf previous

Quarterly Report ANL-4323).  Recent'measurements of the cobalt and man-

ganese resonance energies place the cobalt resonance at 120 ev (Columbia

data) and the manganese resonance at 345 ev (Argonne fast.chopper -

W. Selove).. These energies were previously given as 115 ev and 300 ev

respectively. Wo Selove also gives a value of 2400 ev for the next

resonance in manganese  > 345  ev.   We have shown this to be an almost

pure    scattering re sonance which perturbs the monoenergetic quality.  of

manganese scattered neutrons.  Of the resonance neutrons scattered by a
.                                                                                                   1

thin manganese foil and detected by the annular scattering counter 85%

3               are at 345 ev and 15% are at -A2400 ev. Manganese resonance overlap is

4                   I                                            Il  ..then readily observed via either resonance.  When no resonance overlap is

present there dxists a 15% contribution to the cross section from 2400 ev

neutrons.

Table I lists data on three newly measured elements.  We have

discontinued reporting 01 and  0-r (cf previous Quarterly Reports) . Ap

is the percent asymptotic component of the transmission curve, and, C-c

is the carbon detected asymptotic cross sectiono (Table   I  on  next  page)

2o Chemical Analysis.via Neutron Properties   (Co 0, Muehlhause,    G.   E.
Thamas)

A separate Laboratory report, ANL-4429, will be published covering

the variods means of chemical analysis in which pile neutrons can be
./

used.  The detection of impurities in a two component system via neutron
r

OrrA- J 0 004
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- A *
-            induced radiations

( 9 -'.e  , P  . ,  X,  and  fr
=rays), neutron absorption,..

neutron scattering, and other more special means   are di scussed and examples

1 are giveno
-,  -

TABLE I

Mn (345 ev)Co (120 ev)

Element .    Crp    . -         A C.-8
0-p        .         A p

(aiymptotic) %     10-24 c=2 (asymntoti       %

10-24 cm2 10=24  S

44 u . 6.51 100 7.00 6.73         87

46Pd. 5.95 #,97 5071 5.78 -,85

57La
139 5e86 100 4.94 100

3.  Nekitive Energy Neutron Resonance in C135 (C. To Hibdon, Co 0.

Muehlhause)

A..  - Introdu tion

-                   No positive energy neutron resonance helow 3000 ev is known for

2
. chlorine.  However, there is abundant evidence for the existence of a

- negative energy neutron resonance in (1350  A level just below neutron

36 ,binding in Cl is consistent .with the following facts: a) the scat-

tering cross section of chlorine markedly decreases with increasing

neutron energy up to at least 3000 evv b) the thermal and coherent

scattering cross sections rs and C-coh of chlorine are unequall and the

:              thermal scattering phase of chlorine is positive, c) the thermal scat-

tering cross section, 0-s, of chlorine is much larger than 41TR2 where R

. is the nuclear radius, d) the thermal capture cross section, 0-th-a, of               (
.,

C135 (75% abundant - 42.0 b)2 is large, e) the deep potential well of
15/                                                                                                                                                                                                 ·

1.   E. 0. Wollan, C. G. Shull, Phys. Rev: -71; 830 (1948) . -
2.  S. P.-Harris, C. 0. Muehlhause, S. Rasmussen, H. Schroeder, G. Eot

Thomas, Phys. Rev. - in prBcess of publication.

255  005   <
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9            the odd Z - odd N (136 nucleus (-29.8 Mev) implies an unusually high level

density ·near neutron binding*, and f) Cl37 (25% abundant) is a closed shell

.t .nucleus4; therefore, it is expected to have a large level separation.5  This
-

in turn makes the existence of a neutron level near binding in (137 improbable.

Bo  Theory

The Breit-Wigner6 one-level scattering cross section,    crs (E) 9   as

a function of energy is given by:

crs(E)    =    4   +   1rp    g   k  e   &       R.6  r'n   4   4  R    (E-Eo)
(E-Eo)2 4.r 2/,4

where 0-p - potential scattering cross section

p  - fractional abundance of isotope having the resonance
-.

Eo - resonance energy

*o  -  neutron wave length (divided  by  27T) at resonance
.,

rn - neutron resonance width

i                        f' - total resonance width (   4. rn), where 7 = 4 -ray resonance

width

R  - nuclear radius

g  =* (11 1  ) where i = spin of initial nucleus
2141

For a negative energy level in which P is small compared to the resonance

energy, the scattering cross section may be written:

05(E) =  9-p +Trp g ko rn iro  rn   +   4   R    (E+Eo)

(E+EO)2

*The depth of the well may be calculated from mass values.  Evidence of a
deep well is indicated by (1) the fact that the n,p reaction on- (135 is

1, exoergic  and (2) the average number 7 -rays per neutron capture from C135
.J is high.
- 3.  C. O..Muehlhause, Phys. Revo - in process of publication.

4.   M..G..Mayer; Phys. Rev.  .1  1969  (1949).
,- 5.  S. P. Harris; C..0. Muehlhause, G. E. Thgmas,·Phys..Rev: - in process

of publication.
60  H. A. Bethe, Rev. Mod. Phys„ 2, 69 (1937)0

253 306
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4                Eo in this expression is positive, and

ko = ./ 2.3'-: 106
1

-6 -I This work will be concerned with fitting measured values of the

scattering cross section,    0-6 (E), at different neutron energies   to   the
44

Breit-Wigner expression in order to obtain the parameters of the resonance.

First, the quantity *0 7n may be evaluated in terms of Eoo   This

relation is given in terms of the thermal (0-8(0) = 14.2 b) and the

coherent ( 0-col·i(0)  = 11.5 b) scattering cross sections.1

(-s    -     G-boh        =    p    g     (1    -    p    g)      (ko  fll) 2
47T 2 EO

For C.135 p = 3/4 and g = 5/8.or 3/8 (spin of C135 = 3/2).  This results

¥                    in two choices of 5[0  n/2 Eo:

*roni    .921 for  g = 518
2 EO-3                                         10020 for g = 3/8

14                                Either "g" value will satisfactorily  fit   the data given in section  3.

A more reasonable value of the nuclear radius, however, is obtained for

g = 5/8.  In this paper it will be assumed, then, that g = 5/8.  However,

the case ·for g 5 3/8 has equal validity.

The final equation to be fitted takes the form:

Crs(E) . 9-p g  10.85 R Eo   +   4.99 E02
(E+Ec ) (E+E )2

(1)

This equation contains three unknown parameters: Eo, and. R.5„
Since the measurements consist in determining the total cross

/            section, crt(E), of chlorine at various neutron energies, E, it is

' necessary to subtract the absorption cross section,   cra(E),   from  crt(E) .
..

255  GOT
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Chlorine' is an almost pure ltv type absorber,  i.e.  C-a(E)« 1/ '/E 

Therefore, the absorption cross section at any energy, E, is given in

I. terms of the thermal absorption cross section via:
*S

S (E)    =   31.5/ *OE
:  r
„W -'

C-8(E)   is then calculated from:

T (E)   =    rt (E)   -      *1.j
V 4OE

.' '

As a further point of interest the radiati6n width, rr , can be

calculated after the resonance energy, E has been determined from the09

fit.  This is obtained from the following Breit-Wigner expression for

the thermal absorption cross section, C-th-a :
'

th Gth-a  =  4 Tr p  g   (rorn)       e       *                                      (2)
2 EO 2 EO

.

where   th is the neutron wave length (divided by 271- ). at thermal

-             energy (.025 ev), and CEh-a = 31.5 b.

04

C. Measurement of 6-t(E)

Neutron energies were selected by using the property of neutron

resonance scattering in certain elements.  The.substances chosen were

c059 (120 ev)7, Mn55 (345 ev)89 and 351 (,v2700 ev)9. Thin foils of

these materials were used to scatter neutrons from a cadmium-filtered

neutron beam emanating from the Argonne heavy water reactor.  The

re sonance-scattered neutrons were detected   in   a BF3 proportional neutron

counterlo (cf Fig. 1, ref. 10).  Transmission curves of ((14 were

-            measured for.the three.resonance scattering detectors. .-Proper total cross

7.     S.  Harris;  A-„  Langsdorf i   F.   Seidl,  Phys.  Revi  .12,-866- (19470.-
.;

8.  Neutron resonance region time-of-flight velocity selector data by
W. Selove.

9.  M. Hamerme§h, C. 0. Muehlhause, Phys. Reve ZZ, April 15 (1950)•
10. C. To Hibdon,. C. 0. Muehlhause, Phys. Rev, Z , 100 (1949).

253 008
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sections were obtained from asymptotic slopes of semi-log transmission

-                    10
plots. One-fourth the potential scattering cross section of carbon

r.
(4.72 b)5 plus cra(Cl) was subtracted from eft (C*Cl) to obtain 1-s(Cl)o

...   I.

Values for the net, i.e., scattering cross section of chlorine are

(-

.)4  -, given in Table II, column two.  Any three of the four sets of data yield

the unknown resonance parameters.  All combinations involving set A

(cf Table II) were used and average values were calculated.

TABLE II

Set Detector Enargy crs (E) Expo a-s (E) -from    Fit

ev barns     -      barns

A                     0             1402    -           14.2

B 27CO.59 120 5.12 5014

:,

C 25 n55 345 3.02 2:95

51
D       23V -42700 1.60 1.59

..4

D.  Results and Discussion

Table II lists the feur sets of data and the calculated values of

Crs   determined  by  the  best  fit. The manganese measurement is somewhat

8
perturbed by an additional scattering resonance in manganese at -42400 ev.

Equation (1) becomes:

580 1  28100 -
rs(E) = 1.43 +

(E+75) T  (E+75)1

This, taken together with equation (2), yields €he following values for

the re sonance parameters:

rp = 1.43 b
1                      Eo = 75. ev (proper sign)
-                                 '                      1                      -12

R = .72 bE (units of 10    cm)

P                        rns 2.62 ev)
7                             -             T'  6       2.9 3    ev
"=  0.30  ev J

253  009
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It can be seen that a reasonable fit is obtained since Eo has the

proper sign and |'<< E

- 0 The case.of C135 may be similar to that of N14.  It has been suggestedll

I.J'     4

that N15 possesses a real neutron level sufficiently close to binding to
12

:.; 2 explain the behavior of the N14 neutron scattering cross section at energies

below .4 100 keve There is evidence  from the capture.  lf-ray  spectrum13  of                        •
-.

N].4 + n -I N .5  that one or two real levels just below binding  (10.8 Mev)  in

N15 may existe

The derived expression for the resonance scattering cross section

-            of chlorine can be integrated taking into account the assumed counter

sensitivity function, S = SCd (1 - .0587 log 2 E), and the 1/E flux distri-

butiono  This provides a check on the effective resonance scattering

integral as detected by the annular counter, since this latter value is

-I.

given independently by the epi-cadmium scattering cross section of chlorine.

repi-Cd (KCl) = 9.50 b
'4

repi-Cd (K) = r (KF) - .C-p.(F) S 5.77 -3.62 = 2,15 b

·'• repi-Cd (Cl) G 9.50 -2.15 = 7.35 b

Using 0-p (Cl) S 1.43 b (from fit) yields:

£' (Cl) i 8.4 (7:35 -1.43) m 49.7 b
for the effective resonance scattering integral of chlorine as seen by the

annular counter (cf previous Quarterly Reports)o

The result of the aforementioned integration over the resonance

terms   of the scattering cross section of chlorine gives    Es   (Cl)   =  49.8  b.

It can be seen that this value is in good agreement with that obtained

:           11. E.-Melkonia n, Phys. Revo  , 1750 (1949);
120  Ibido - The terminblbgy for real and virtual levels is opposite to

that used in this papdro
D.                       13.    Bo  B.  Kinsey,  G.  A.  Bartholomew,  W.  H.  Walker,  Phys.  Rev.  IL  723   (1950) b

255 010
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from the simple epi-cadmium scattering measurements.. Incidentally

Es (Cl) :: 58.9 b (true resonance scattering integral in positive

4 energy region).

40 Neutron Capture b'-ray Multiplicity   (Co 0. Muehlhause)
r.,

..W. -
A.  Introduction

When a nucleus of atomic weight A absorbs a neutron, a compound

nucleus of atomic weight A+1 is, formed in a highly excited state (6

to 9 Mev).  This excess energy may be released in the form of cascade

1,2 3,47-rays involving many levels of the compound nucleus.  In any
' ./

./

particular cascade process, only a few of the total number of available

, levels are excited. Unless one or more of these levels is metastable,

-T the total decay  time  is*v 10-13  .sece     The many levels immediately below

the capture state    (i.e.9    for  -4 1  Mev)    are most likely not involved   in   the
--k

-f
-            cascade process, since the probability for r -ray emission is proportional

2  (-2 -1)A            to E (E  is the transition energy,  and / is the transition angular
C.

D  ·-
momentum change)'.  This leaves a total number of levels, L, between which

1 Y-ray transitions have a significant cascade probability.  Also the number

of Y -rays, 14, for any given capture process is such that 164, 6L.  For

example, let us take an over simplified view of this process·.  If one allows

all transitions from any given energy state to all lower energy states to

have  the same probability,  then   20*L.    Here    is th6 average number  of

.........- r-rays per capture.

ft    is the purpose   of this paper to present mea surements   of   <  fori -

* various nuclei and to attempt to reveal the dependence of 1/) on atomic

weight and nuclear type.
i          1.  Amaldi et aI, Proc. Roy. Soc. (A) 149, 522 (1935).

2.  J. Griffiths, L. Szilard, Nature 139, 323 (1937)0
3.  Be Hamermesh, Phys. Rev. I , 182A (1949).
4.  B. Kinsey, G. Bartholomew, W. Walker, Phys„ Rev. ZZ, 723 (1950)•

255 011
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i B. Method

-

Measurement   of  <   can
be accomplished   in a number   of  ways .      For

- 1 example,  with one r -ray counter, a collimated neutron beam of flux "f",
+-

and "n" atoms/cm2 of absorption cross section Gra in the neutron beam,
, tA- -a r -ray counting rate, s results which is given by:

s=E fno-aa4,
I.

Here  " € "  is the overall counting efficiency and  "a"  is  the  area  of  the

neutron beam.  Determination of   by this method, however, depends on a

knowledge of ra and f.

.It is preferable to employ a method which is independent of uncertain

nuclear data and difficult flux measurements.  If two Y-ray counters in

coincidence .are used and both single, s, and coincidence, c, counting rates

are recorded, then:

s, =   € ,f n cra a 9  84=  EA, f n ra a<
and C =  €,  Ej  f n c-aa dr  (Vi--1)

·4
-

Therefore:    =  2
6, €I

(   -1)
6,1 El

'

The ratio of coincidence to average single counting rate is proportional

-

t6 118 - 1.  Such a measurement is independent of cross section and neutron

flux. Furthermore, since at least one ir -ray is always emitted in every

cascade event, this minimum of one 7-ray is, in effect, deducted from the

average number, 1)   . The measurement is more sensitive to the value of 1/& o

-    One may, of course, continue along these lines and employ three or

more counters in higher order coincidence.  With three counters, the ratio
-

. .                                 of  3-fold to 2-fold coincidences is proportional   to   1,19   -2.      Such   a
M -

measurement is most sensitive to the value of '6  in the case of a matelial
1
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which emits a minimum of two 7-rays in each cascade process.

The method employed in this work is the one of making simpfe 2-fold

- 1 coincidence measurements, i.e.9 one step beyond the zero order measurement

1-
which depends on nuclear constants.

../

..V -

.It should be remarked in passing that this method can be used to
-

measure neutron absorption cross sections.2   1  (1) and    (2) are first

measured   for sub stances    (1)    and (2) respectively. If substance    (1)    has

a known cross section,  c-   (1), the unknown cross section,    0- (2)   of  sub-

stance  (2)  can be determined via the single counting rates 's  (1)  and  s  (2):
-

s (2) ,                1)"    (1)r (2)  =  r (1)
s (1)  (2)

C.  Apparatus

A  collimated beam of neutrons  from the Argonne heavy water reactor

.,

passes between two Y -ray scintillation counters in coincidence and

4             through a thin neutron absorbing foil (cf. Fig. 1).  Coincidence, c, and
-

single, sl  and sL , counting rates from the capture 7--ray bursts are

recorded. Anthracene crystals having A' 6% detection efficiency are cemented

to each of the 5819 photomultiplier tube windows.  The counters are.par-

tially shielded by bismuth from pile T -rays, and operate at room tempera-

ture with a one-electron sensitivity.  The mixer circuit is of a simple

i              pulse addition type and has a resolving time of 0.15,  s.

D.  Counting Technique

-                   Measurements were taken for two different counter positions as

illustrated in A and B of Fig. 1.  This was done to indicate possible

g -ray angular  correlations.
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Foils  were  of  such a thickness  that  21 -ray source strengths  of
..

+4104/sec   resulted. The natural backgrounds  of the counters were negligible.

.. L Other sources of background which were significant were as follows:

a)  pile.7 -rays independent  of pile power
-

b)  pile  Y -rays proportional  to pile power

c)   capture  2 -rays from scattered neutrons

: d) fortuitous coincidences resulting from single 5 -ray scattering

e) chance coincidences
.

Expressions for the single and coincidence background counting rates

contained terms proportional to time, monitor counts, and the scattering

cross section of the material being studied.  In addition, the coincidence

-4 f''
background.contained terms proportional to the average single counting rate

(scattering) and the product of the single counting rates (chance). Single
-I

background counting rates ranged from 5% to 50% of the total effect.  Cali-

bration was effected with active 5 yr Co60 ( 1), - 2) and active 12.8 hr
,.

Na24  (   1),  = 2). Foils of these materials having  the  same  area  as  the

neutron beam were placed between the counters with the pile inoperativeo

C
The net ratio, i 9 of coincidence to average single counting rate was

S

measured, and "k" in the following expression was determined:

  = k (·-,  - 1) = k. for 14  = 2
Though the average 7 -ray energy,  E,   9 'is different for (060 (1.2 Mev)

and  Na24  (2.1 Mev),  the same value  of  k  » .002)  was  obtained  for  eache

This was fortunate since it indicated that the counters had approximately

constant sensitivity in the energy range  from 1 Mev· to. 2 Mev„   As will be

shown later •  .3 to 4 for most substances, and this gives E r -4 1.5 to .

Orr A -1 r4410 0 -L 0
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4           2,5 Mev.  That is, most capture V -rays fall in or near the energy range

over which the counters have about constant sensitivity.

...1 _ In all cases measurements were made with either thermal plus
...    -

resonance neutrons (i.e.,*open pile beam) or resonance neutrons only

(cadmium and boron filtered pile beam).  This was done to investigate

possible dependence of i  on neutron energyo

In several instances a short-lived activity was induced in the

sample by the neutron bombardment.  Measurements were made after equili-

brium had been reached.  To illustrate how this situation was analysed

consider   the   case   of   V51  +   n --DV52    (3.7   min  dwith   one  r  -ray) .       The

extra delayed Y=·ray could not coincide with the capture 7-rays thereby

making the ratio c/5 too small.  That ist

   0  t 1     =k( i   =1)..

-

from which one may solve for the proper value of 14 o  Dividing K by
4                                                                                            .....

·    +  1  yielded   the   single   c'ounting   rate  per   7 -ray0
This figure   was

checked by turning  the  pile  off and allowing  the  3.7 min  Ar -ray activity

to  decay. The total single  Y -ray counts were recorded  and the single

counting rate per B' -ray was again computed.   The two figures agreed to

within 1%o

Eo  Results
-

Results on the measurement of V, for twenty-seven isotope sets

are given in Table IIIo Several important features should be noted:

--.

a) 14 increases on the average with increasing atomic weighte

This is to be expected for approximately constant binding energy and

increasing level densityo
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b) In the light element region, 14 is approximately the same (-205)
.-'

for odd z - even n and even z - odd n nucleio  In this same region, %  is

less  (*4 107)  for  even  z - even n nuclei. This observation  is in agreement
I. L

-

with the fact that neutron resonance levels are much more widely separated
-

-4. .
I

in the compound nucleus resulting from even z -.even n neutron capture

'            than in compound nuclei resulting from odd z or odd n neutron captures 5

c) 4_is low for a closed shell nucleus6 (see Lal39 - 82 neutrons).

This observation is in agreement with the fact that the neutron level

spacing of compound nuclei resulting from closed shell nuclear neutron

5
capture is largeo

d)    The i sotope    with the largest value    of   -4 ( 62Sm-149   -     Vt       *    5 0 6)

is  of  the  even  z  -  odd  n  type.     It  has  one  and  a  half  more   1 -rays  than

'              the isotope (48Cd113 - also even z - odd n) having khe next largest number

.. of 7 -rays°

Other important observations made in this work are as follows:

a) No angular 1-ray correlations were observed„  That is  

(position A)  =   1),  (position B). This result  is not surprising since  a
..0-

typical value of  1), is -430 This implies about 10 important levels

(i.eo,_· 2) leading to many different modes of cascade.  Such a complex

decay scheme is likely to average all individual correlations to about

zeroo

b)  . measured with and without cadmium plus boron filtering (see

,conclusion of part 4) was observed to be equal for the only three cases

studied.  These were 25Mn55,33As'75, and 79Au].97,  In the case of manganese,

the thermal-absorption cross section- cannot be derived from the-resonance
5.  So Harris, C. Muehlhause, G. Thomas - in process of publication (1950).

60  M. Mayer, Phys. Reve ZE, 1969 (1949).
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7,            parameters of the principal resonance level at 345 eve On this basis, one

may conclude that the thermal absorption cross section is compounded of a

4. t. different proportion  of spin states   (J  =  2  or  3)   than the resonance absorp-

tion cross section (principally J.= 3).  This, in turn, might lead to

'A - different :Or values for thermal and, resonance absorption.      In   the   case

of gold no such difference in 1)1 is to be expected, since the principal

resonance level at 4.8 ev8 does yield the proper thermal absorption cross

section.  That is, thermal energies lie in the wing of the 4.8 ev.state.

-

.In none of the three cases was 14 found to depend on neutron energy,

Doubtless neutron absorption at energies of -41 Mev would result in a
-

different  U, from that at thermal or low energy resonance absorption

since an extra 1 Mev is carried into the nucleuso
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TABLE III
-I                                                                      ..07

oe-00 eo----,ee ee---*eo Comment

11Na23*2

13A12'6.,2
4- c135 3.1 for KCl /.

v51   2.523

24Cr53 2.3 24(r Z 2

25
Mn55 2.6 thermo and res,

.26Fe   1.7

29Cu 2.6

32Ge73.4 4 32Ge 200 73 impure?

33*875  2.7                                                    therm. and.res.

35Br 3.4 large res. abso

41993 2.6
47Ag 209

4                                    48Cd113  401

49Inl15 3.3

57
La139 2.7 82 neutrons

62an149 5.6 maximum

63Eu 3.8

64Gd 3o9

66Dy].64  3.7

72Hf 3.8 even=n abso

75Re 3.2

77Ir 3.6

79Au 3.5 therm. and reso

'
80Hg 3.3
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50 Neutron Resonance· Scattering and Absorption (S. P. Harris,  C. 0.
Muehlhause, Go E. Thomas)

The survey of low energy resonance scattering and absorption'

integrals has been completed and will appear in a separate Laboratory

report9   ANL-4430.
5,1 -

6.  Neutron Scattering Cross Sections of the Noble Gases (So. P. Harris)

Measurements of thermal and epi-cadmium scattering cross sections

of the noble gases have been completed (cf ANL-4350).  Table IV replaces

Table IV, page 12, ANI.43500

TABLE IV

Cepi-Cd  With 810 Filter( Cd in) CTelf  With 810 Filter(Cd   in)
Element (YEh-S

0   .157  .315  .635  1.267 0 .157  .315  0635

He 1.5r 1.50 1060 1.46

Ne 2.3 2.4 2.6 2.7

1 0.75 0095 1.2Z   1.5   146

Kr 6.7 8.,8
9.7 9.5 9.6 .7.3 103   93    70    29

Xe 4.0 20.1 13.1 9.0 706 540 330 110    40

In the case of Xe a boron absorption curvd of Xe scattered resonance

neutrons yielded a resonance neutron energy of -/11 ev.   This may be the

mean of two or more resonances, but also has the strong possibility of

being due to a single levele  The scattering resonance integral was also

evaluated via:

€ _ 56ds -3--  804 (<repi-Cd - Gth-S)  -  165 b
0                                          '
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7.    Short-Lived  Zi -ray Conversion Measurements  (H. B. Keller)

Spe cimens of holmium, erbium and indium were irradiated  in  CP-3

for a period of time comparable to their half-lives.  The e- radiation

of each was investigated using a permanent magnet.type beta spectrometero

/4. - .Two field values were used (173.8 and 57707 gauss) which made it possible

to record photographically all e- radiation in the energy range from 18

kew- to 2 Mev.   In the cases investigated, the interpretation of the

electron lines seems to be unambiguous since the spectra are relatively

simplee

-A summary of the results is given in the two tables listed below:

TABLE V

Element      T3      Electron Line Pr6bable Energy
Energy(kev) Identification Total(kev)

H0166 27 h 2306            K             ·8102
72.1 L- 81031.II
7208 LIiI 81.2
7901             M             8101

1                                     80.8             N              81.2
.

Er 47 h 53.2             K'171 112.7
102.6             Lt            11205

1, II
110.5             MI            112.8

5800             KA            117.5
I0708 Li.II 117e7
115.4 MA' 11707

66.1 12506

I15.4             La            lt.5.3I II
12209 Ma, 125.3

In          54 m 108.2 I37.4116                                     K
133.0             L             13702
136.5             M             137.4

14200             K             17102
*.
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TABLE VI

Element Gamma Rays (kev)

Ho166 81.2

Er171 112.6; 117.6; 125.3
A -

In116 137.4; 171.2
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Group #2 - A. Langsdorf, Jr.

1.  Total Neutron Cross Sections of Co and Mn  (J. M. Blair, W. F.
Stubbins).--

In December and January Mr. Warren Stubbins returned to the

Laboratory for a few weeks and made transmission measurements on cobalt
A

and manganese.  The procedure used was the same as that described in

the last quarterly report ANL-4397 for the vanadium measurements.   The

range of neutron energies covered was from 80 kev to 1000 kev.  The

resulting curves of the two cross sections are given in Figures 2

and  3 e
.

2.  Total Neutron Cross Section of Zirconium  (Jo Me Blair)

As a check on the position and magnitude of the dip in the total

.  neutron cross section of zirconium as measured by Barschall et al at

Wisconsin, transmission measurements were made on a zirconium sample
.-

obtained from the Metallurgy Division. ·The energy range covered was

from 700 to 900 kev.  The energy resolution was approximately 15 kev

(in   contrast   to  the   75  km used by Barschall)   so  the   new data revealed

fluctuations in the cross section which were obscured in the earlier

work.  However, the average values of the new data agreed quite well

with the rather smooth curve previously obtained by Barschallo

3.  Van de Graaf Work.  (Jo M. Blair)

In connection with the work of Dr. James Roberts of Northwestern

University on the use of lithium impregnated photographic plates for

neutron flux measurements, five plates were irradiated with neutrons of

various energiese The plates are now being studied by Dr. ·Roberts

-             and his,co-workers.

During this past quarter, the second rotating target for th6 Van

de Graaf machine was made and installed: ·In principle it is the same as

0 F -r       ," 0.)440    66,0
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the older one, but it is larger in diameter and rotates twice as fast so

that the thin lithium targets used to make neutrons will not be damaged

*

by proton beams of ten microamperes and more.  At the present timethe
-

machine will operate up to 3.5 million volts.

: i. 4.  The Photodisintegration Thresholds of Deuterium and Beryllium

(R. A. Laubenstein*,'R. C.·Mobley*)

The use of the Van de Graaf generator for the measurement of the

deuterium and beryllium  ( j, n) thre sholds provides an accurate means  of

determining these thresholds on an absolute voltage scale.  This was

made possible by the work of Herb, Snowdon, and Salal in determining

the lithium (p,n) threshold on the absolute scale. The deuterium and

beryllium thresholds thus obtained can be used as calibration points

'            for electron acceleratorso

A determination of the  ( r,n) thresholds  of both beryllium and

deuterium was made with the Van de Graaf generator of the Argonne

National Laboratory.  This was done by establishing a well focused electron

beam which traveled through the differential pumping tube of the generator

from the grounded external shell to a target at the high potential

electrode - Figure 4.  X-rays generated in the target by the electrons

passed through a sample placed directly behind the target.  At energies

above threshold, these. X-rays produced photoneutrons which were detected

by three BF 
filled proportional counters. The output  of' the counters

was relayed to the ground end of the Van de Graaf generat6r on a modulated

light beam where it was received by a photomultiplier tube and amplifier. ·

*   Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
10  Ro G. Herb, S. Co Snowdon, and 0. Sala, Physe·Rev. 75, 246 (1949)0

-

r

9
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The response of the transmission system was sufficiently good to transmit
.

noise, X-ray pile up, and neutron pulses.  This permitted the

discriminator to be outside of the generator where it could easily be
./ -·                                                                           I

kept in proper adjustmento

In an attempt to produce a high yield of the most energetic X-rays
4 -

while keeping the useless low energy X-rays at a minimum, the target was

constructed of a 70 kilovolt layer of gold on a 203 mm thick disc of

carbon.  The target was connected to the high voltage electrode through

a microammeter.  The current leaving the electron gun seemed to equal at

all  times the current arriving   at the targete

The normal H2+ beam, which travels f. rom the high voltage electrode

to   ground,   was   used to control and measure the voltage   of   the  Van de Graaf.

The energy of the electrons reaching the target was equal to the energy of

the H2+ beam except for two small corrections.  These were the initial

-            energy of the electrons as they left the electron gun and the probe potential

which represented the difference in potential between the arc where the

ions originated and the electron targeto

Using the Li (p,n) threshold at i.·882 Mev for calibration, it was

possible to measure the ( 2fpn) thresholds of deuterium and beryllium by

linear extrapolation from this point.  Figures 5 and 7 are graphs of the

observed neutron counting rate for a number of analyzer potentiometer

settings near the deuterium and beryllium thresholds, respectively.  It

was thought that more reliable values for the threshold points could be

obtained by extrapolating the counting rates to zero when plotted on a

power law graph of the form E-Eo = Il/n.  In Figo 6, this curve, with

n f 1.83, is plotted for deuterium; while Fig. 8 is the corresponding

curve, with n = 1.94 for beryllium.  The results of these extrapolations

give a value of 1,666 * 3 kev for the Be (n, 51) threshold and 2,227 i 3
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kev for the deuterium thresholde.„-

5 o  * Collimated Neutron   Beam and Associated Equipment      (Ao   Langsdorf,   Jre)

/ -
A.  General

-

The collimator and shield described in the last quarterly report

4           .(ANL-4397, pp 23-31) has been more fully assembled, and tested, and

some preliminary results obtainede  Most of this quarter was spent in

putting the full complement of BF  proportional counters and amplifiers
3

into good working order (section B below), a few details of the shield

cone and collimating hole lining were improved, and some preliminary

measurements made (see section C below)e

B* BF3 Counters and Amplifiers for Themo

There are seven groups of nine counter tubes, each group located

on a given radius circle in paraffin around the beam inside the shield.

(See Fig. 9 for details). Four alternate sets have lead wires to the

-     ,                    amplifiers  from  one  end  of the assembly,  t he other three  from the other

r           ende  The amplifiers are outside the shield, each in its own copper box,

fully shie1ded from each other.  However the leads inside the collimator

and neutron shield could not conveniently be well shielded electrically

-            from each other, though quite well from external disturbances.  The

operation of several amplifiers at once with coupling between inputs created

problems which were finally solvedo  Other problems were introduced because
r  ·-

the customary procedure of a preamplifier stage separate from the main

amplifier was not followed.  These amplifiers each consist of two degenerative

pairs '(all  6AK5 ' s, pentode connected)  with an overall  gain of about  1000,

I - rise time about 0.1 microsecond, recovery time about 3 microseconds.   5:
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'            The amplifier operates "a trigger-pairt' discriminator via a cathode
\

follower (both 6J6 tubes.).  The trigger output supplies the pulse to the

scaling and counting equipment  The amplifiers, designed and constructed

by the Electronics Unit (Thomas Brill, Superintendent) are quite compact

and work quite well after solving the new probleps introduced by their
..

special designe Each amplifier fits in a shield box 4" x 4,1 x 12'1 long.

·There is one common power and heater supply designed to operate eight of

:      them at onceo

·The most trouble some problem   in pe rfecting   t he se amplifiers turned  

out to be a  ground loopt' between the amplifier chassis and its shield

box, eliminated by firm grounding between the chasis and shield box close

to the input tube grido  It was also found necessary to hand-pick 6J6

tubes to obtain uniform operation  of all "trigger pair   discriminators.

A great improvement in eliminating double output pulses was also obtained

by adding a germanium diode input network to the trigger pair to

eliminate doubling due to positive kickback in the amplifiers.  (The

circuits had been designed to operate on negative pulses to save an

extra tube needed if a positive operated trigger had been used.)

After eliminating four BF  counters which made electric breakdown
3

pulses and two with poor voltage plateaus and replacing them with good

ones, it was possible to adjust all amplifiers to such gain and

sensitivity that all seven groups of nine counters had excellent voltage

plateaus at least 250 volts long, almost coinciding in location, between

about·1650 ind 1900 volts.

Co  Experimental Results

Figure 10 displays typical neutron counting distributions  at
.

various neutron energies (from the Li(p,n) reaction using the Van de

Graaf generator).      Thd   neutron   beam  Was   scattpred   into the ceunters   in  the

paraffin by a graphite disc t" thick x 2" diameter located at the

\
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geometric center of the assembly.  The data at each energy was normalized
.

by an arbitrary factor to display the differing shapes of distributions.

As is to be expected, at higher energy the rate in the inner banks falls

'- relative to the outer banks and the peak counting rate is found to move

-          outward.  The distributions are'quite analogous to those of the usual

 aget' distribution, but modified by the particular geometry of this

system.  The data in Fig..10 is for net counts from the graphite scatterer.

Background counts obtained without any scattering sample in place were

subtracted.  This background amounts to about 10% in the inner banks and

up  to  30% ·in the outer banks; the sample scattered about  15%  of  the  beam,

transmitted the remainder. The neutron beam energy spread was about 65

kev due to the rather thick Li target.

7- Fig. 11 displays a typical distribution of counts for various

positions of agraphite scatterer.  The zero position (01') is that at

·,                          the .geometric center  of the paraffin geometrye The minus positions  are

on the side closer to the neutron source, plus away from it.o (For details

4_

see Fig. 9 which shows in inch scale for sample positions relative to the

paraffin and counters.) :It is not yet known whether the asymmetry

between forward and backward directions is characteristic of the geometry

of the shield or to the nature of the scattering by graphitee

Data similar to that of Fig.    11   was also obtained for several

elements at several energies.  For each of these elements and energies,

 -                                     the ratio.of count s   to   that in graphite   at   the same energy; sample position,
....

and counter bank was calculated.  The ratios were averaged for the inner

four banks and outer three banks and these average ratios are plotted in

Figure   12. In order to display the result s  on a comparable basis,   the

- .         data for each element at each energy has been normalized to a mean value

, '           of unity.  This nearly eliminates the factors due to variation of total

255 r' 9,='
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cross section with energy, and sample thickness, etco

The most outstanding feature of all these results is the strong

asymmetry of scattering relative to graphite which they indicate.  The
-

'.- solid curves are drawn through the points for the mean ratios to graphite

for the inner four banks o These banks most efficiently  pick up neutrons

scattered .in about the forward two steradians   at   -6" , the backward  two

steradians   at +61', while   at the central (0 ') position only about   /

steradian forward and j backward are missed by this assembly of counters.

At  the -3" position, these 4 banks detect  .best the forward 217' steradians,

and vv for the +31' Positione

Looking at the results on wolfram for example, one can conclude

that, relative to carbon, wolfram has strong forward scattering

asymmetry setting in between 200 and 700 kev and becomes progressively

more asymmetric as the neutron energy increases.   Eor lead,  one may

r            conclude that there is not only an excess of forward scattering but

also that the backward scattering shows some excess over that at 900.

In the case of iron, this excess of backward scattering actually

exceeds the forward component at 730 kev, but at 1500 kev the forward

  has become dominant.  Copper, however, shows less backward excess than irone

The extreme case of forward scattering of hydrogen is also shown by

curves   in   Fig.  12, These   data were obtained· by subtracting   from the original

data for lucite an appropriate amount for scattering by the carbon it

 -                         contained  (and  also for oxygen assuming  it  is  not very different from carbon).

That the count s   f rom hydrogen  do   not   fall  to   zero  in the backward direction

is due to multiple scattering within the cavity of the shield.  From

the data, one may observe that about twenty percent of neutrons scattered
.

away from the counter banks are reflected back into them by the shielding

materialo

Accompanying each solid curve in Fig. 12 is a dashed curve for the

255 040
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data on the ratios to carbon for the outer three banks of counters. Near

the center of the assembly (0" position) a large part of the neutrons reach

-
the outer banks by diffusing through paraffin0  Displacement downward of

'.
these curves relative to the solid line curves for the inner banks should

be at least partly indicative of the effect of energy shift due to-

inelastic' scattering.      However, a large: excess of forward or backward

scattering causes an excess of neutrons to be scattered out into the

cavities in the shield and thence they are scattered back into the outer

banks with increased probability, pushing the dashed curve higher relative

to the solid curve.  Tentatively, it is believed that a combination of

these two factors accounts for the observed situation. For example, in

wolf -r am at 210 kev, there is little asymmetry and little shift between

the dashed and solid curves.  At 730 kev the scattering is asymmetric, and

this effect causes the dashed curve to rise above the solid one near the 01'

-_            position.  At 1220 kev the dashed curve again coincides with the solid

near Ou and at 1500 kev has fallen below ito  It is most likely that this ·

gradual dropping off in the outer banks in spite of the increasing

asymmetry effect is due to the greatly increased inelastic energy loss

which by 1500 kev finally is stronger than the asymmetry effect.  The same

arguments apply to the data on iron and copper.  In the case of lead the

data would indicate much less inelastic scattering than in the other

elements studied.

The   case of beryllium also shown  in   Fig.  12  is of considerable interest.

This was measured in cooperation with Merle Burgye   The data were taken

-            close to the 625 kev scattering resonance to look for asymmetry due to

interference ,effects in the resonancee Unfortunately, too narrow a band

of energies was observed.  Nevertheless it does indicate a considerable

asymmetry coming in just close to the resonance, and perhaps more

asymmetric backwards than forwards (at least relative to carbon as a

233 041
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standard).4

D.   Plans. for Further Study of .Inelastic Scattering

Since it is now clear that the strong asymmetry in scattering makes
.. -

i.
it nearly impossible to measure inelastic scattering quantitatively

without modifications, a new paraffin block to hold the
BF 

counters is
+

under constructihn with two modifications from that now in use:  First,

the empty space  in  the present geometry  will be filled with paraffin.

This will reduce the leakage outward to a minimum so that asymmetric

scattering has a minimal effect on the ratio of counts in inner relitive

to outer banks when a sample is located at the central (0 ) positione

Second, a latticework of cadmium boxes will be imbedded in the paraff*n

with  a BF  counter  at the center  of.each  but  with the arrangement   of

counters on 7 banks of 9 each just as it is nJw.  These barriers will

prevent 16ng range diffusion of thermal neutrons and - at the sacrifice

of considerabie counting efficiency - improve the energy resolution of

the slowing down spectrum.

2GS  C42
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III.  Coherent Neutron-Proton Scatterihg by Liquid Mirror Reflection

(Do · J.  Hughes*,  Me T. Burgy  and  Go R. Ringo)

The coherent neutron scattering amplitude of hydrogen is important

.. - in the determination of the range of nuclear forces.  In the present

experiments this amplitude is measured by comparison with that of

=- carbon which can be obtained from straightforward transmission measure-

mehts.  The methodl takes advantage of the fact that the neutron index

of refraction of a material depends only on the sum of the coherent

scattering amplitudes of the constituents.  Since the scattering

amplitude of hydrogen and carbon are of opposite sign it is possible

to  ind hydrocarbons in which they are roughly balanced.  From the

anaiysis of the hydrocarbons, the ratio of concentrations of, the elements

can be determined very accurately.  From this and a. rough measurement of the

residual scattering amplitude, the ratio of the hydrogen to carbon

scattering amplitudes can be determined.  This residual scattering
..

amplitude is measured by determining the ,critical angle of reflection of

the hydrocarbon for neutrons.  This gives the index of refraction and

hence the residual scattering amplitudee

This  scheme was first  used on triethyl benzene (C12H18)  and  the

results described in Ref. 1.  These measurements have been improved now in

two ways.  First, a redesigned liquid mirror and collimator were used

which increased the reflected intensity by a factor of 10 and gave a

negative meniscus on the liquid mirror.  Thus no part of the reflected

beam was affected by transmission through the mirror material.  Second, a

method of determining the ratio of hydrogen to carbon amplitude was

introduced which eliminated the need for any exact knowledge of the pile

*Now at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Long Island, New York
1.  D. Jo Hughes, M. T. Burgy and G. R. Ringo, Phys. Rev. 77, 291 (1950)

.
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neutron spectrum.  To see this method consider first the equation for the

critical wave length at a given glancing angle, 8.

*--7
CA = 82 Tr

E Niai

Ni is the number of atoms of type i per c.co and ai is the scattering
-

amplitude of the i atoms e  For a hydrocarbon with R atoms of hydrogen per

atom of carbon,  ' Niai C Ncac(1 +. ) where.j'is the ratio of the scattering

amplitude of carbon to that of hydrogen.  Hence

A 2 82,YrC Z

Ncac (r +R)

Now the intensity of the reflected beam is very sensitive to Av.  For
example in a Maxwell distribution of neutrons and for ; 3. J,X theaverage

intensity depends.on 1/52(4.  Thus if measurements are made on a number of

liquids at several values of 0 it can be rather safely assumed that if
..

-. liquid   1   gives   the   same irrt ensity   at    /1 as liquid   2   dges   at     62, the critical

             wave lengths are the same for these two cases.  Then for these two liquids

of different R we have

6 12Tfr 02»r
ra (r+ Rl) N a (r+R2)cl c C2 C

which can be solved for   The graphical solution is shown in Fig0 13.

Parenthetically, it may be mentioned that it wasusually necessary t6 plot

i           an angle vs intensity curve for a given liquid and interpolate it a short

distance to get an intensity identical to that given by another liquid,  but

the interpolations involved were only a few percent in the value of the

angle.

-                                                                                                                                                       .-4··MiThe  results  of this  work  are to confirm the value  of    .   „, ··: „         ...

aH  =  3.75(t 0.03)xlo-13cm, obtained  in the first liquid mirror experiment.

2613  (264
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They are still subject to·some correction, however, as better analysis of

the liquids used become available at which time the accuracy of the

determination can be better estimated.
.
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IV. Photographic Plate Techniques
Applied to'G  

a Ray Studies.

-48-

(Bernard Hamermesh)

The D20 soaked plate techniques for studying neutron capture gamma

.8 -

rays (ANL-4237, 4277, 4323, 4350 and 4397) have been applied to various
.. -

substances.  The spectra of.wolfram and mercury have been obtained and are      j

reported herewith.

-            a) The Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Spectrum of Wolframo

A total area of 88.8 mm2 has been searched on each of the experi-

mental and background plates.  328 tracks have been found on the

experimental plate and 30 have been found oh the background plate.  Fig. 14       1

shows the range distribution of tracks  and  Fig. 15 shows the neutron

capture gamma ray spectrum. of wolfram after the nicessary corrections

have been made.

The spectrum of wolfram shows a maximum at about 4.8 Mev.  The

intensity is definitely decreasing on each side of this energy.  The

high energy cutoff of the spectrum is at approximately 903 Mev.  It is

difficult to be  sure if the three peaks at 5.4,  6.0 and 6.6 Mev are

evidence of, structure . The spectrum is similar   in   it s general shape   to

the   spectrum  of iron (ANL-4350).

b) The Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Spectrum of Mercury.

The mercury was in the form of finely powdered HgO and was contained

r            in a thin walled aluminum holder. A thickness of HgO corresponding to one

neutron capture mean free path 'of tmercury was  used.

A total area of 56.5 mm2 of each of the experimental and background

plates have been searched and 316 tracks have been found on the former

\
plate and 114 on the latter plate.   Fig. 16 shows the range distribution

235 C 6 7
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of the tracks and Fig. 17 shows the neutron capture gamma ray spectrum of

mercuryo

The neutron capture gamma ray spectrum of mercury is a continuous

one.  The intensity decreases continuously from a maximum at the low energy

cutoff of the detector.  The high energy cutoff is in the range 7.5-8.5"

Meve  The spectrum is very.similar to the cadmium spectrum (ANL-4277)..

c) Capture Gamma Rays from Other Substances.

The results for wolfram, mercury and gold (ANL-4397) are sdmewhat

surprising.  On the basis of a statistical model of nuclear structure,

one would expect that elements as heavy as these three should have a

cadmium type of spectrum:  However, of the three only mercury shows this

type of spectrum.

If one considers the compound nuclei from which the gamma rays are

emitted, then a possible reason for the differences will appear.  In the

197
k

case of gold the capturing nucleus is Au .  However, for the other two
79 -

elements there are several isotopes that capture slow neutrons but in each

case there is one isotope which outweighs all others by virtue,of its very

large capture cross section. These isotopes are Wl-86 and Hg 9.  The
74

three compound nuclei which give rise to the capture gamma ray spectra are

of the types

Even Z,  odd N  -·W187
74

Odd Z, odd N  -  Au19879
„ 200Even Z, even N -_ ng80

The differences in the shapes of the capture gamma ray spectra of these

three elements could be explained by the assumption that the nuclear type

has an important bearing on instantaneous gamma emission.  This is not an

2,0 S51
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unreasonable assumption since level spacings should vary considerably

from one nuclear type to another.

,Additional elements are now being studied in order to test the

above suggestion.  Included are the elements lanthanum, silver, indium,

..          manganese and cobalt.

..

1
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V. Neutron Groups from the Reaction Li7 (p.n) Be'7. (Bernard Hamermesh
and Virginia Hummel)

1-4Recent reports indicate the existence of at least one excited

-

state in Be7 within 1 Mev of the ground state.  Therefore, the reaction

Li7 (p,n) Be7 should give rise to at least two groups of neutrons of

. different energies depending upon whether the reaction leads to Be7 in

-          the ground state or in an excited state.

Photographic plates (Ilford C2 emulsions 50 microns thick) have

been exposed to neutrons produced in the above reaction by protons with

energies of 2.705 and 3.120 Mev from the Argonne electrostatic accelerator,

By studying the recoil protons in the emulsions the energies of the

neutrons can be found.  The photographic plates were mounted at 00 to the

proton beam and 10 cm from the 10 kev thick metallic lithium target.

After processing the plates, the tracks were measured in a micro-

scope with an oil immersion objective.  Tracks were considered to be

*.- acceptable for measurement if they showed no detectable dip into the

\
emulsion and if they deviated from the incident neutron direction by an

angle less than arc tan 1 3.  This procedure leads to a larger acceptable

range of solid angles for the short tracks than for the long tracks.  This

will accentuate the intensity of a group of neutrons arising from an

excited state relative to the group arising from transitions leading to

-                                                                                                        7·

the ground state of Be .

1. J. C. Grosskreutz and K. B. Mather, Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. 2 , No..7,

15·(1949)•
·2. A. B. Brown, C. Y. Chao, W. A. Fowler and C. C. Lauritsen, Bull. -Amero

- Phys. Soc. 249 No. 8, 11 (1949).

3.    T.    Lauritsen   and   R.   G:   Thomas,    ibid.
»           4. V. R. Johnson; M. Jo W. Laubenstein and H. T. Richards (to appear

shortly in Physical Review)o
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The energies of the recoil protons were determined from their ranges

by using the Ilford range-energy curvese The neutron energy is found5

from the recoil proton energy E  by the use of the relation En = E /cos2 e

where e is the angle between the incident neutron direction and the

recoil protono

Fig• 18 shows a histogram of the number of neutrons in a 25 kev

range for each of the incident proton energies.  The letter A locates the

center of gravity of the main group of neutrons and B the center of

gravity of a clearly resolved group arising from an excited state in Be7.

The centers of gravity were found by first subtracting a constant back-

ground of 2 tracks from each block in the histogram and then locating the

center of gravity in the usual fashion. ' For the 2.705 Mev data A is found

at 937 kev and B at 472 kevo  For the 3.120 Mev data, A is at 1364 kev and

B is at 896.  In the forward direction the neutrons in the main groups

should have energies of 1.000 and 1.423 Mev respectively.  In each case

the center of gravity of the group A is found 63 kev below its calculated

position in terms of the accelerator calibration, but the energy difference

between the two A values is 427 kev which is a remarkable coincidence and

indicates that the Ilford range-energy curve used is quite good.  Since

the B value in the 3.120.Mev data is relatively close to the A value of

the 2.705·Mev data, one would expect to find a reliable value for the

separation of the B state from the ground state if the 3.120 Mev data is

used. The energy difference A to B in the 3.120 Mev data yields a value
C .

of 428 i 20 kev for the level separation.  The 2.705 Mev data cannot be

expected to yield a very reliable result since the B group now corresponds

5.  C.  M.  Go  Lattes,  P. H. Fowler  and  P.  Cuer,  Proc.  Phys.  Soc.  12,  883   (1947).
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to proton recoils of approximately 5 microns in length.  In this region

the slope of the range-energy curve is changing rapidly so relatively

large errors may be expected.  The A to B difference in this case yields

a value of 408 * 35 kev for the height of the corresponding excited

..
-           state of Be7 above the ground state.  The points labeled C indicate the

expected location of the 205 kev group reported by Grosskreutz and

Matherl.and the point D indicates their 745 kev gioup.  The latter group

cannot be excited at 2.705 Mev bombarding proton energy*

To compare the relative intensities in the various groups, one must

correct for the following:

1.  Different accepted solid angles for different track lengths.

2.  Different probability of leaving the emulsion for different

track lengthso

3.  Variation of (n,p) scattering cross section with energy.

The following table shows the total correction factor that must be

applied to each of the groups before determining their relative intensities.

TABLE I

Correction Factors for Neutron Groups

Neutron Main Group 205 Kev 428 Kev 745 Kev
Group Ground State

Proton
Energy             A                  C             B            D

2.705 Mev               1 0.55 0025

3a120 Mev              1 0.67 0.38 0.16

Using the above correction factors the intensity of the 428 kev group

relative to the main group is 0008 1 0.02 for both sets of data. If there

47 'I.
'.

,· r/.,flo C> Uvt
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·  .         is a group ht D there are only two tracks in the data which could corres-

pond to this group.  The relative intensity is found to be less than 1%.

'            It is difficult to decide if there is a group corresponding to the points

marked C.  The number of tracks that can be reasonably assigned to such a

group in each case is no more than what could be considered to be a back- -

ground.  In each set of data there are about 6 tracks that may be considered

to be in such a group.  The relative intensity would be 5% of the main

group if all of these did arise from a level at 205 kev in each set of data.

U 58
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VIe  Flux Depression in the Neighborhood of a Foil (Virginia Hummel

and Bernard Hamermesh)

The depression of the neutron flux in the neighborhood of a foil

4

i. inside of a standard graphite pile has been studied experimentally.  A

set of eight silver foils 0.030 mm. thick and varying in area from 2 to
-,

41 cm2 wah used.  N aft for these foils was 0.107 where N is the number

of atoms per cm3,cr the total thermal absorption cross section in barns

and   t the thickness   in   cm.      Each   foil was irradiated   at   the same location

in the pile both with and without a cadmium cover.  The foils were then

counted and the counting geometry was maintained very closely the same

for each of the foils.

The 22 second silver activity was allowed to decay for 3 minutes

and then the 2.4 minute activity was followed.  The saturated counting

rates per gram, Cs, produced by thermal neutrons were determined.  Fig. 19
V

shows these values plotted vs. the mass of the foiIs.

The depression factor for any foil may be determined fram the graph

by extrapolation to zero mass.  For example, the largest foil gives a

depression factor of 0.20 & 0.01.  A calculation by M. Hamermesh indicates

that  for the smallest foils, the curve should  be  of  the  form  Cs  =  1  -  K 1  5

where Kef 0.03 for the silver foils used; A is the area of a foil in cm2.

The large errors that arise in the measurements made with the small foils

make  it difficult to check this theoretical prediction since the curve

drawn through the initial points of the graph could just as likely be a

straight line as a parabola of the predicted form.

The simple theory also predicts a linear dependence  on  Nr t  to  a

first approximation.  Similar measurements on indium are being conducted

to check this prediction.
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VII.  Activation Cros§ Sections Measured with Sb:Be Photoneutrons
(Virginia Hummel and_Bernard Hamermesh)

Photoneutron sourcesl which will yield a sufficient number of neutrons

I                                                          I

·.           for activation cross section measurements will degrade the neutron energies

sufficiently to cause a spread of 20-25% in energy.  An Sb-Be source which
I.

yields neutrons of approximately 35 kev energy2 with an energy spread of

the order of 25% is shown in Figo 20.  An electrostatic accelerator using

the Li7(p,n)Be7 reaction to yield 35 kev neutrons at 1200 from a 10 kev

thick lithium target would give nearly the same energy spread over a cone

of only 50 half angle.  Therefore, at 35 kev the Sb-Be source competes

very. favorably  with an electrostatic accelerator  as· a neutron source  for

activation cross section measurements.  In addition, a photoneutron source

-              used in i'this manner frees the accelerator for use in other exper gentso
\

For these reasons a program of activation cross section measurements

with Sb-Be photoneutrons has been undertakeno

.Fig. 20 shows the details of the neutron source and foil holdere

\
The aluminum cylinder containing 98 grams of fused antimony was irradiated -

.

in the Argonne heavy water pile for five months.  After removal from the

pile, the source was allowed to cool for two weeks before ·any measurements

were made.  The only antimony activity that was important after this length

of time was the one from 60 'day Sb1240

The strength of the neutron source was measured by comparison with

a Ra-Be standard by the method described in CF-3490 (Method for Inter-

calibration of Neutron Sources).  The source yielded I.5 x 107 neutrons

1..  Photoneutron  Sources - Albert Wattenberg. Prelimihiry' Report-#6,
Nuclear Sciende Series, Division of Matho & Phys„ Sciendes; Natiohal
Research Cauncile This report givies much valuable information and many

-            referencese
2.  The energy of the Sb-Be neutrons is still in doubte  See ref. le
Values of 25-35 kev are reported.

Or_-r
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per second one month after the pile irradiation was ended.  The gamma

ray strength was about 8 curies at this timeo

The flux from the source varies over the surface of the beryllium.
..

An average flux over the cylindrical surface was determined in the folu'

lowing manner:

A rectangular indium foil placed on the source in the usual foil

position shown in the figure was irradiated and then counted.  Then an

indium disk of the same thickness and covered with cadmium was placed

over the flat end of the neutron source. The disk was then irradiated

and counted.  By comparing the saturated activities of the rectangle and

the disk of indium, the latio of the average flux on the two surfaces

could be found.  It was then assumed that the flux through the cylindrical

surface was uniform over this surface and that the flux through the flat

ends of the source were equal to each other and were also constant over

the flat surfaces.  With these assumptions and the measured average flux

ratio, an average flux over the region where the foils were irradiated

could be calculated.

The irradiations are made outdoors so as to minimize the number of

room scatt.ered neutrons.  The apparatus is suspended from a tall tree wit
h

the mouth of the funnel pointing upwards.  The antimony is raised out of

its lead pet and is lowered into the funnel.  The whole apparatus is then

raised to a height of nearly fifteen feet from the ground.  After the
-

irradiation is completed, the procedure is reversed and the antimony is

lowered into the lead pot and the foil is removed and counted.  If the

counting efficiency is known, then the cross section may .be foundo

24.3 063
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The counting system is calibrated for each substance in terms of

3the known  thermal neutron activation cross section for the substance.

- The ·same  foil  that  is:used  in  the  Sb-Be  activation  is used  for  calibration
..

purposes so that the geometrical and absorption effects on the counting

efficiency will be the same.

The foil and a standard gold foil are irradiated in a beam from
I .

the thermal column of CP-2.  The gold foil is counted in a counting system

that has been standardized (see CP-1988).  The foil of the substance under

study is counted in the experimental counting systemo  The irradiation is

then repeated with cadmium covered foils.  The gold foil measurements

allow one to determine the value of the thermal flux and the measurements

on  the sub stance yield a counting   rate   due to thermal neutron activation.

By using the value of the known thermal cross section of the substance,
.

I  .

the counting efficiency may be foundo

Preliminary measurements have been made on several substances and

the results are listed in the table.  The present accuracy of the method

is about i 20%.
\

TABLE

Isotope Half-life - of the N tural atBm cross secT

K + 1 isotope tion f6r Sb-Be- hdutrhns

for producing-half life
listed (millibarns)

A127 2.4 min 1.5

v5l 3o9 min                  55

€u65 5oO min                    20

Ag107 203 min 0.96 x 103

In115 54 min 1.0 x 103

3.  L. Seren, H. W. Friedlander and S. H. Turkel, Phys. Rev. 12, 888 (1947).

235  064
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VIIIo  The Affect of Double Pulses in Geiger Tubes on Coincidence Counting
(Jo Dalman, A. Wattenberg)

In the course   of  the  work  on  t he absolute determination of neutron

'                                 flux  by a coincidence counting tecKnique (ANL-4208),   some   of the counters6

had to be changed because they lost their plateaus or never had good

plateauso  It was decided that it would be desirable to imrestigate the

importance of a counter having a good plateau for coincidence counting

worko

1 geometry was set up to form a collimated beam of electrons using

In114 as the source. A counter to be tested was placed in such a manner

that the electronsentering it must first have passed through another

counter.      With this geometry attached  t o the coincidence circuit,   the

coincidence.counting rate should have been identical'with the single

counting rate observed for the tube to be tested.  It was found that tubes

which   had poor plateaus showed an increasing single s counting   rate.  as   the

voltage was raised without an accompanying rise in the coincidence counting

rateo  This shows that the pulses associated with the rising counting rate

are   not a ssociated  with an increased efficiency  for counting,   but   are

actually associated with some sort of spurious pulses that arise in such

counters. These spurious pulses have been referred to by Martin Deutsch

and others as double pulsese

·It is quite obvious that where one must take ratios of single counts

to coincidence count s   in a coincidence counting technique,   that   such

spurious pulses would cause an error in the resultso Therefore, one .must

either employ counters which do not have any double.pulses present or use

some circuit .such as a Neher-Pickering quenching circuit to get rid of

these spurious pulses.

These spurious pulses were also investigated with the aid of a

triggered Tektronix oscilloscope.       On  a good counter    (at a count ing   rate
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of about 6000 counts per minute) looking at the timi interval of 100

microseconds after the initiation of a pulse, only the statistically

expected number of pulses appear, ioe. about one every 10 seconds.e
*

However on a poor counter when the overvoltage was increased, a large

..- number of secondary or spurious pulses appeared.  These were definitely

associated with increasing overvoltage as they did not appear in the

first 50 volts above threshold.

In the light of these results, it is felt that it would be well

to run through the coincidence counting part of the flux determination

again employing quenching circuits with the Geiger tubeso  It is

unfortunate that the people who describe absolute coincidence counting

techniques in the literature have not pointed out this source of error.C

.

„
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IX.  Calibration of N.B.S. Radium-Beryllium (v ,n) Source. (C. Eggler,
A. Wattenberg)

A one gram radium-beryllium photoneutron source. of the National

.-
t

Bureau of Standards._has-b'een calibrated by the pile multiplication:.

technique and found to have a neutron emission of 1.39 x 106 neutrons

per second when compared with the Argonne National Laboratory standard

source No. 38. A comparison accuracy of rv  2% was obtained, and the

final value was corrected for the difference in the neutron spectra

of the radium cx,n and T ,.n sources; namely, a factor of 0.980

It is proposed to examine the neutron spectrum of this radium-

beryllium source  by the recoil proton  technique  ina cloud chamber.

Incomplete measurements indicate a predominance of low energy neutrons.

./

-

255  067
t
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X. Total Neutron Cross Section Measurements of the Separated Isotopes
of Wolfram (W. Selove,.W. E. Woolf),

When the chopper was first put into operation, very rough measure-

ments  'were made on the separated isotopes of wolfram (ANL=4277). Since

then, the chopper detector has been considerably improved, and moreover

much larger quantities of the separated isotopes are now on hand (secured

from the Isotopes Division, Y-12), so that much better measurements are

now possible. The results .of .the present measurements are shown in

Fig.   21.       The re solution   used was roughly triangular,   with a width   at

half-maximum of about  1 /1 s/m (somewhat narrower at the higher energies) o

The sepafated-isotope sa«Les were actudlly in the Torm df'WOJo  The

curves shown   have beep corrected   for the oxjrgen (transmission about   94%),

and for the sample-holders used.  The latter had a transmission of

about 91%, but there may be a few percent systematic error in this value.

The statistical accuracy of the points is indicated. for a few

representative points.

Fig. 21 shows a great difference in the level spacing for the

various' isotopes.      Very  roughly, the spacing appears  t o   be   of the order

of 10 to 20 ev in W182, 20 ev in W183, and hundreds of ev in w1860

(t nfortunately, it will not be possible to measure W].84for some time.)

The most striRing feature of these figures is the difference between W182

and W   , which both have even neutron numbers, but which have level   :
186

spacings differing by a factor of the order of 50.

Now, level spacing is an extremely rapid function of the binding

-                               energy  of the added   neut ron. Hence the observed difference in spacing

-             would be accounted for by a relatively small difference in the binding

energy  for  t he two casese To explain the observed level spacings,  we

233  568
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propose that just such a difference in binding energies exists:  in other

words, -we propose that the last neutron in. W187 is somewhat less tightly

bound  than  that in W1830      This is roughly  what one would   expect   from  the
.-

distribution of stable W isetopes: W is the most neutron-rich wolfram186 ·

isotope, and W187 is not even stableo

187This interpretation that the last neutron in W is   le ss tightly

..183bound than that in W is also in agreement with the nuclear shell model

of Me Go Mayer, in the following way:  firpt we note that the average

level spacing for atomic weights like those of wolfram is a few volts;

thus, it seems to be true that the last neutron in W187 is unusually         -

lightly bound, rather than that the last one in W 83 is unusually tightly

bound. This indicates the closing   of a shell er subshell   at 112 neutrons,

.187since w. has 113 neutronse  Now while Mayervs shell model does not

unequivocally predict a just-filled subshell at 112 neutrons, still such

..                                  1
a suggestion fits neatly into her schemeo

From our data, we can make one more check with theory, namely
-.

concerning the prediction that neutron width f n should be proportional

irn
to level spacing D.  More specifically, theory predicts that

EV'=Er
should be approximately, the same for various isotopes and elements.

n(Er is the resonance energy:)  The value of for most cases observed

D  
is rv.0001.  We find agreement with theory:.w18 , with its unusually

large spacing D, also has unusually large neutron width; and .  n
1                                                              D  
-                    is  ru'.0901 for both W182 and *1860 (This quantitative estimate,  it

should be noted, is perhaps slightly shaky, in that it is made on the basis

1.  Mo G.·Mayer, -Physe Reve 75, 1969 (1949)0-

rh·.V

9*3  870
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of data for only one resonance in each isotope.  For the 4.2 ev resonance

182         rnin W we find ..,0001   to    .003   ev,    and   take··.D *.,10.       For   the   193   ev

rn-
resonance in w186, rn *v 002 evi: taking  D-i400 then gives

·.   186 ·
D Q

-4.0001 for this isotope. A value of 400 ev for D in W is in substantial
-                                          ,rI n

agreement with the data - of course, is not expected to. be exactly

D/fr
constant, anyway. The method of estimating   Ii is discussed below.)

Below, we tabulate some of the resonance enelgies observed.

w182:       4.2    ev
14 (faint)

21 
88     (faint)

124
many, above 200

w183:  7.8 ev
28

-                            49
many at 100 and above

w186:  19j  ev
.. 225
-                        more above 1000

No cross section values are shown on Fig. 21 .  Such values could

be calculated from the sample thicknesses given, but we wish to point out

that they would be rather meaningless for most of the data.  The samples

are generally too thin to give accurate values for the cross section G-

where 0- is low, and too thick where r.is high. The sample thickness

was chosen, after preliminary measurements, primarily on the basis of

investigating the·isotopic resonance distribution.  To obtain accurate
„-

values of 0- would require the measurement of samples of various thick-

nesses, and this is neither possible just now, nor considered worth the

timeo

As a matter of fact, a small amount of data for various thicknesses

is  available  in  Fige 2 1, because each separated-isotope sample  is  not

2253 971
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absolutely pure. .Thus, e.go, the peak resonance cross section for the

4 ev ·resonance of w182 can be estimated fairly well from the. data for the

w183 sample, which actually contains a "thin sample" of 1182-in addition
/ '

to the w183*

.The value of f n for this 4 ev resonance given above, -4.001 ev,

is   obtained   from the 'following:    (1)   0-0 as estimated,from   the. W183 curve,

(2) C- 0 / 2 as estimated from the cross section far from resonance in the

-           "thick-sample" 1#82 curve, (3) the Breit-Wigner relation 0-0 = 47T4t2 g I ,
(4) the assumption that the spin of W].82 is zero and that therefore g = 1.

(1) and (2) give /', and (1), (3), and (4) give rn/ r.                           0

.The value of  'n for the 193 ev resonance of W186 is obtained

similarly; however, here 0-6 can not be estimated very well from the

measurements because the resonance is not very well resolved.  The value

'      of      J  f' was taken from measurements of other workers (abstracts   X8,

19, Phys. Reve Z , 189 (1949)) as about 2/3.  From (3) and (4) of the

preceding paragraph we then estimate 0-0, and from (2) we then get  ,

and   thus   r ne

Finally, it is interesting to note that the data for w186 shows

the phenomena, for the case of predominantly scattering resonances, of

interference between resonances,. and between  the  1% ev resonance   and  the

-          potential scattering.  The cross section on the low energy side is very

low, only a few barns, whereas on the high energy side it remains rather

high for 50 to 100 ev.  (The slight resonance dip shown near 40 ev is
-

probably not a real resonance in W1860)  Then near the.225 ev resonance

(note that the :en#rgy scale becomes rapidly compressed at high energies)

the cross section goes through a minimum - very likely nearly zeroo

n r - r'000 072
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XI. . ,Low-Noise Preamplifier (W. Selove)

In the course of some work with high pressure (i.e., several atmos-

pheres) BFj pulse ion chambers, a low-noise preamplifier was constructed
-

to give an improved signal-to-noise ratio.  The circuit was not developed

exhaustively - it was found to be fairly easy to get an improvement of

more than two times by using a trlode input circuit instead 6f a pentode.

The circuit used, and a few.notes concerning it, are given belowe

1.  Principles
>

> W /< Vv /<  /3,»
C                          *..

BASIC
i 1-   iCIRCUIT:                      T  

a) Triode input used, for low shot noiseo

b) Feedback cuts down effective gain of first tube (i.e., ep/eg) 'so

that Miller effect becomes unimportant.  (Feedback incidentally

stabilizes gain.)

c) First tube run at relatively low gain (about 10), to facilitate

reduction of Miller effect.  This low gain makes it desirable to

use a triode also for the second stageo

2.  Note on Input Grid Resistor

With the triodevs low shot noise as compared to a pentodets, grid

circuit noise becomes more importante  To reduce the grid noise, the input

resistance used was 109 ohms instead of the more common i08.  (One must

235 073
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then be a bit more careful to have low grid current in the input tube.)

It may be noted, incidentally, that the effective grid resistor noise

decreases with an increase in the input capacityo
;

It   may be helpful   to   note the quantitative relationships.      We  · can

represent the input noise as due to a pure resistance Reff•  If we take the

input circuit to have parallel components Rl and'Cl, the clipping circuit

to  have  a time constant   (RC) clip,   and  the high-frequency cutoff  to  be

represented by a single RC circuit giving a rise time constant (RC)rise9

then Reff is approximately given (neglecting grid current) by

Reff S (RC)rise (RC) clip       (1. +  .4' Rlal-        )     .
2                        (RC)Rl Cl clip

The tube shot noise, also, can be represented in terms of an equivalent

pure input resistance Rtube (and a noiseless tube), which for a 6AK5
... 4.

triode is abput 400 ohms.  From the above expression one can then find

how large a value of R  is necessary to reduce the input circuit noise

to a value which is at least as small as the shot noise.  "Slow"

amplifiers require a larger Rlo

The effect of grid current is to multiply the above expression for

Reff  by  (1  +  20IgR ) 9 where  Ig  is  the grid current in ampereso A tube will

thus have satisfactorily  low grid current if 20IgRl<<   1,   i.e.,   IgRi< f  °05

volts.  The value of IgR  can easily be checked roughly when cathode bias  

is used, by seeing how much the cathode voltage changes when the grid

resistor is shorted.

3.  Detailed Circuit

The following circuit (Fige 22 ) was.built to operate from a 250
.

volt power supply.  All four tubes are type 6AK50
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XII.·Angular Dependence of Fast Neutron Resonance Differential Scattering
Cross Sections (Me Burgy)

From certain investigationsl of fast neutron total cross sections as

2           a function of energy, the presence of p-scattering resonances (in which the

p neutrons of the incident beam are scattered), has been reported in several

elements: beryllium at 625 kv, oxygen at 440 kv, and lead at 525 kv and 720

kve  The conclusions about the p-nature of the resonance were based upon

the shape, height and width   of   the re sonance 'curve   for the total cross

sectiono

A more direct method of determining the orbital angular momentum of

the scattered neutrons is the measurement of the differential scattering

cross bection-as a function of angleo .The possibility of measuring

differential cross sections was suggested by the success of Dr. Langsdorf

in obtaining a collimated beam of monoergic fast neutrons from the Van de

Graaf acceleratoro

At  present,  only some preliminary measurement s  have  been  made,  at

the 625 kv resonance in Be, using a mocked-up shielde  The results indicate

that the method is feasible, despite rather low counting rates, and indicated

further that forward scattering is considefably greater than backward

scattering in this case.

Subsequently, Dr  Langsdorf kindly agreed to make some measurements

on beryllium with his collimator and special set of counters, designed to

measure inelastic scattering cross sections and for detecting forward and

8ackward asymmetries in scatteringe Although no inelastic scattering is

to be expected in Be9 at 625 kv from what is known of its energy levels, it

was thought desirable   to   che ck  this e xpectation  with this equipment availablee

Also, the asymmetry found in the scattering could be checked.  No indication

of inelastic scattering was-found, as expected.  However, an asymmetry in
-

1.   R. K. Adair, He Ho Barschall, C. R. Bockelman, and 0.· Sala, Phys. Reve
75, 1124 (1949); Ho Ho Barschall, Co Ko Bockelman, Ro E. Peterson, and
R. Ke Adair, Phys. Reve 76, 1146 (1949)
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the scattering, measured relative to that of carbon, was found.  The methods
.

and numerical results of this work are being presented by Dr. A. Langsdorf, Jre

in his report on inelastic scattering measurements0

t2- Further work in measuring differential scattering cross sections is being

planned following suggestions of Drse Ringo and Langsdorf to use the latterts

collimator and counter combinati6n to select neutrons scattered through a

dhosen angle.  This arrangement makes a collimated incident beam unnecessary,

which   in turn permit s the scatterer  to be placed nearer the target giving

greater incident beam intensity.  A second advantage lies in the high

efficiency of the special set of counters to be usede

XIIa. Neutron Polarization  (Me Burgy)

For neutron polarization work with cobalt mirrors, it would be
-

desirable   to   have the cobalt magnetically  soft as
possible,     Work   on  the tt<* 6  ','  ' ttl·

magnetization   of  thin   laye rs of cobalt by Bozorthl shows   that the magnetization

curve of cobalt depends upon the thickness of the layer.  Also, one may expect

the magnetic hardness to vary with the heat treatmente Several thin cobalt

samples have been prepared under the direction of Herbert V. Ross of the         #

Central Shops Department  and it is planned to obtain B-H curves for these

samples in the near future.  Another possibility to be investigated for'

polarizing mirror design is the use of a cobalt-iron alloy which is expected

to be magnetically softer than pure cobalt, but still have the special

property of cobalt for polarization work,. namely that of having  its  two

indices, at high magnetization-, on opposite sides of unityo An alloy of .

this type has been prepared for us by Hugh Paine of the Metallurgy Division

and is to be irrvestigated soone

.

1.  Private communicationo
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XIII.  Beta Spectrum of Hafnium  (Ke We Blair, S. Bo Burson)
--

 

  The beta and internal conversion electron spectrum of Hf181 (46 day)

has been examined in the 180  beta spectrometer.
i '.-

A consideration of the energies of the conversion lines allowed the

following assignment of t-ray energies.      For each  1.ray the K and L

conversion lines were observed, and for a few the M line was also

distinguishablee

f,::  487 1 5 kev
* 2:       437   *   3    kev
35:   138 * 2 kev
r*:         132    8    2    kev
#3:     88 *- 2 kev

The assignment of the next three r-rays is tentative, because the

K and L lines observed for each were of low intensityo

 6.:  601 * 5 kev
r, :  566 * 5 kev
4 :  219 * 3 kev

The  energie s  of   1; ,    * ,   4,  and 49 correspond to those reported

by Wiedenbeck and Chu*1 Jensen2 has reported observing, 8'4 , 7 9  , and
*4   . The remaining three #-ray energie s   have   not been previously reported.
-t

.

1.  M. Lo Wiedenbeck and Ke Ye Chu, Phys. Rev. -72, 1164 (1947)

2.  E. No Jensen, Phys. Rev· 76 958 (1949)
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XIV. Identifi cation  of   5 0 5 Hour Activity as Belonging to Hafnium

(K. Wo Blair, So Bo Burson, S. Wexler)

Previous absorption and coincidence measurements indicated two Hf

L.           activities, 46 d and 5.5 hre ,The former is assigned to Hf181.   However,

the assignment of the 5.5 hr period is not certain, although coincidence

181measurement s ·indicate  it also belongs  to Hf .  In order to establish the

Z assignment more definitely,·part of a bombarded Hf02 sample was

submitted to a few Hf chemical separations and the ratio of the 5.5 hr

to 46 d activity in the separated fraction determined.  A similar

comparison was made on a portion of the original irradiated Hf02O

The observed 505 hr/46 d ratio for the separated fraction was 1.57£0.05

and for the fraction of the original 1e55i0o03o  This agreement was

taken as a strong indication of the 5.5 hr activity being in Hfe

-Procedure

Sevefal milligrams of very pure Hf02 irradiated four hours in the

graphite pile was dissolved in HF and the excess fumed off with

H2S041 The solution was diluted to 10 ml, 10 mg inactive Hf added as

carrier, Hf(OH)4 precipitated with 6M NH4OH, and the hydroxide washed

several times with dilute NH40He  The precipitate was dissolved in 10

ml of 10% H 049 8 ml of 10% (NH4)2HP *and 1 ml conc. H2S04 added, and

the solution heated to 40-500 C to effect· precipitation of HfO(H2P04)2•

The latter was centrifuged, washed with cold 5% NH#N03, and ignited at 12000

C for a short timee Decay of- the Hf P207 was followed in an end window

counter concurrently with a portion of the original  Hf020  Counting of

the untreated and-treated samples lere begin 20 minutes  and 3e6 hours after
---

irradiation respectively.

.
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XV, Coincidence Measurement s of Monoene rgetic Neutron Reactions
(S. B. Bur son and Ke' We Blair)

Using the coincidence circuit described in the last quarterly report

(ANL=4350),   we have observed coincidences between  tpo  hard   31-rays  from

silver when the latter was bombarded with monoenergetic neutrons ranging

from 0.2 to 1.2 Mev from the Van de Graaf.  It is believed that the
.\

effect   is   due  to  fast  neut roh capture in silver  and an attempt  will

be made to ascertain the capture cross section profile in this ehergy

rangeo

To reduce the coincidence background from scattered neutrons, a

new probe design is being tested„  The anthracene crystals with the

#5819 photomultiplier tubes have been placed with their axes at 900

to the neutron beam and to one another.  A Bi wedge shields the crystals

frdm each othero  The geometrical coincidente effic,iency for this

arrangement is 'of the order.of 001%0

1

'.'.

Or.-
K,tu, 0 080
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XVI.  The (n.2n) Reaction in Beryllium (Ronald Gurney, George Fischer)

A value for C- (n,2n)  of .82 barns with reasonable limits of .5

barn was found for beryllium for pile neutrons filtered by Cd and 8 in.

of   paraffin,       This   Vork   was done using the annular scattering chamber

at the heavy water pile. .

A similar experiment was performed for deuterium but, as might be

-6xpected, the results were much less conclusive.  ANL-4431, in the

process of publication, contains.the details of this work.

Thanks are due to Alexander Langsdorf and Carl Muehlhause for

use of apparatus and frequent helpful discussions.

r. . . . . .ZJD
l
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XVII.  Low Voltage Accelerator Activities (Leonard Goodman)

An accelerating column for 100 kv. deuterons has been assembled

for use in the D-T reactione  The system has been successfully evacu-
E.

ated and preliminary ion source·experiments are in progress.

The power supply (a second hand G. E. X-ray supply) has been

installed and is in operable condition.

..1       -

.
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XVIII.    On the-C6nversion Coefficients of 4.4hr BrBOIn· in Isomeric
Transition (K. W. Blair, S. Wexler, To H. Davies)

4              80mThe isomeric transition of gaseouls C2H5Br appears to produce

r- •                                                                                           80                                                                                               1
u            positively charged 18m Br species in 50-70% of the transitions. Since

positive bromine ions can presumably arise only from transitions with

internal conversion, the fraction of positive ions observed is related

to the conversion coefficient.  The relation, however, 'is complex -

particularly in this case.  First, the bromine is part of a molecule,

the other atoms of which may supply sufficient electrons before dissoci-

ation to cancel partially or .completely the charge accumulated on the Br

as the result of the conversion and subsequent Auger processes.  We have

attempted to demonstrate this.effect by experiments with brom-benzene as

well as ethyl bromide but have failed to observe any change in the

r fraction of 18m Br80 positive ions as the result of enlarging the "elec-

tron sink" attached to the parent Br atom. Second, 4.4 hr Br decays
1                   8Om

to 18m Br in two steps apparently seriatim, and internal conversion is80

2
claimed to occur in eache Thus, an established conversion coefficient

for each of the steps will establish the fraction of charged daughter

atoms (ignoring the "molecule effects" noted above) only if the frequency

of two converst ons  in  the   same  atom is known  to  be   on a random basis  ·or

to  have some other definite value.  Conversely, a given fraction of posi-

tive daughter species will not establish the individual conversion

coefficientso

Grinberg and Roussinow2 report a conversion coefficient of 1 for

6

the first tran)ition (49 kev) of BrBOm.and a coefficient of 0.5 for the

1.  To H. Davies and So Wexler, ANL-4397.
2.  A. P. Grinberg and L. I. Roussinow, Phys. Revo &, 181 (1940).
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second transition (37 kev).  On this basis, an isolated BrBOm atom would

80. 8 m
always yield positive Br ions but molecularly bound Br atoms may

...
yield fewer positive daughter ions because of intra-molecular 61ectron

i*

migration.  Since, however, we are unable as yet to detect a "molecule

effect", we have re-examined the conversion coefficients of Br80In in
I

the hope of encountering something of interest=

Procedure

A source of very high specific activity was prepared from 1 gm

KBr03 irradiated 14 hrs in the thimble of the heavy water pile by

exploiting the Szilard-Chalmers effect.  The KBrO3 was dissolved in 20

ml  H209   1  ml   conc.   HNO'3   added,   and. Br2 extracted   into   CC14' and  then

neturned to 0.01 M NH4OH. This active solution was concentrated and a

1/100 aliquot evaporated on a 100  g/cm2 nylon source backing.  The

- active deposit  was e stimated to contain  4r g NH + r   and was spread  with

a small amount of aquadag over an area of approximately i cm2.  The

spectrum was measured with a two percent resolution in the 180' spec-

trometer. The detector  was   a G=M counter with.an  80 4
g/cm2 nylon

windowo

Consideration  of the Kurie  plot s allowed the contribution  of  the

Br82 activity to be subtracted from the momentum plot of the Brao.

'          activity.  The internal conversion lines were measured from the beta

continuum,as a base.  The beta continuum in this region was obtained from

'„                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       -

an extrapolation of its Kurie ploto  Areas under the conversion.lines

and the continuum were determined with a planimeter.  In the area compari-

sons, corrections were applied for the fact that 8% of the 18m Br80 in

80 3secular equilibrium  with  4.4h BrBOm decays by K-capture  or # -+  to  Se      .

3.  J. H. Reynolds - Private Communication.
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v      Results and Discussion

The complete spectra of the three bromine activities appears in

80..           Fig. 23 , the 'dashed line extension of Br being taken from the Kurie

plot.  An enlarged diagram of the conversion lines is shown in Fig. 24 ,

I - the dashed lines demarking the areas integrated.  Three lines are observed

rather than four by reason of the unfortunate overlap of the K-line of

the 49 kev Y -ray and the L-line of the.37 kev radiation.  The K and L

binding energies of bromine   are   13.5   and   1.7-  kev   respectively.      The   ener-

gies are slightly lower than others reported, as Table I showso

-

TABLE I

Energies of BrBOm Conversion Lines

E(kev)

Valley and McCreary5 23•6 35.5 4702

Lidofsky, et a14 2308 34.8  - 46.6

Our data 22o7 34.0 45o6

The areas under the electron lines and the continuum are compared

in Table II.  The figures denote differences between initial and final

planimeter readings.      The   area  under  the     -spectrum is corrected   for
r .-

the branched decay to Se80. The total conversion of the two  3- -rays is

2801seen to be x 100 =  115 percent.  However, assignment of individual
2435

·           conversion coefficients to the two transitions is difficult because of

the overlap of the two electron lines.  From theory697 the probable ratio

of  K conversion  in  the  49  kevr step  to L conversion  in the.37  kev  step

40    L.  Lidofaky, Po Macklin  And  C.   So  Wu;  Private  Communi-dationo
5.      G. Eo Valley  and  R. -Lo   McCr6ary,   Phys.   Reve- 5§;    863   (1939)-·
6.   M. Ho Hebb- and Eo Nelson,-·Phys.-Reve   486- (1940)6.  -
7.      Private   Commtnication  with B. Spinrad   on  work   of Rose, Goertzel, Spinrad,

Harr and Strongo
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TABLE II

Areas Under Conversion lines and Br80 /d- Spectrum  -

Spectral Region Area
'-

i

22.7 kev line 855

34.0  "    "                      1465
.,

45.6  u    "                       485

Br80 Continuum 2435

could be estimated were more information available on the parity and spins

of the isomers  and  the  type and order  of  the  r -rays emitted  than  is  the

»            case.  Nevertheless, certain limits for the conversion coefficients of each

transition can be set from the data, as follows:

·                  If the experimental peak at 34 kev is entirely due to K conversion

in the 49 kev transition, then the observed areas give 35% conversion for

the 37 kev transition and 80% for the 49 kev step.  This combination would

yield 87% Bri if conversion in the second transition is random with respect
.

to  conversion  in the first transition  and if there  is no "malecule effect".

Conversely, if the 34.kev peak is assigned entirely to L conversion of 37

kev step,  then the first and sec6nd conversion coefficients will be 95%

and 20% respectively and the expected fraction of Bt+ will be 96% with

the same assumptions„

80
We  believe  that  our ob served values  for the fraction of positive  Br

-            fall significantly short of even the minimum of 87% predicted with an extreme

•            assumption regarding the origin of the 34 kev spectrogram peak.  The inquiry

into the conversi on. coefficients returns  us  then  to the point   of  view  that   the

-             neutral Br80 atoms observed in our experiments do not'reflect the incomplete

conversion in the transition and that, in fact, internal conversion is a

prerequisite to molecular dissociation in ordinary isameric transitions*

n .:-
400 088
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XIXe  The Electrical Charge of Rb88 from #<-Decay of Kr88 (S0 Wexler

and To H. Davies

This section will describe the determination of charged 17 min

C-                   Rb88 ions resulting flom the  8-decay of 3 hr ·Kr88. The radio Rb88,  in

this case, must necessarili appear initially as a positively charged ion:

e -             .
Or         >  Rb+   +   KE -

This expectation has been· realized by Kofoed-Hansen and Jacobsenl

in the course of "neutrino recoil" studies. They report all Rb88 from

Kr88 to carry a single positive charge.  This nuclear reaction then can

be used to "calibrate" the apparatus and procedures employed in deter-

 

mining the. charged fraction of radio bromine from neutron capture and

isomeric trari sition.

Procedure

.·                100 mg of powdered uranyl nitrate hexahydrate was irradiated in the

thimble of CP-3 for three hours (in later runs 5 gm of UNH was bombarded

in the graphite pile for the same length of time). Previously outgassed

H20.was distilled under vacuum into the UNH and the solid dissolved by

boiling.  The latter operation removed the carrier-free rare gas fission

.products.  The solution was then frozen out in liquid N2, and the fission

gases passed through solid (02 and liquid N2 traps and finally collected

in  a   large  bulb.      This· was attached  to the manifold holding the electrode

-            chamber described in previous reports, and the gas expanded into the

latter.  The pressure in the manifold and decay chamber was in each experi-

ment only a few microns, probably of air.  The Kr88 and other fission gases

wete allowed to decay one hour in tandem electric field (3000 V) and field-
1.  00 Kofoed-Hansen and Jo C. Jacobsen, Phys. Rev. 11, 675 (1948)0

-,
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free spaces, the gas pumped out and the chamber disassembled.  Each ell ec-

trode was wadled five minutes with Rb carrier in 40 ml IM HN£3• Preliminary

experiments in which Cu-amalgam foils were washed with this solution con-
r-L

taining active Rb demonstrated the absence of absorption of Rb on the foil.

-- - · Dissolved  Cu  and  Hg were removed by precipitating iron hydroxide.     The

supernatants were made just acid with HCl, chilled in an ice bath and

Rb2PtC16 precipitated with H2PtC16 and alcohole  The centrifuged precipi-

tates were filtered, washed with cold EtOH, dried and mounted for counting.

Activity measurements, taken from above. the top shelf of an end window

counter, were begun approximately 80 minutes after the decay period.  Each

sample decayed with a half-life of 17-18 minutes, ending in several counts

per minute steady rate, the latter probably due to 6.3 x 1010. yr Rb87

-            present in the carrier,

- .                                      Results and Discussion

Table I gives the counting rates, corrected for coincidence and

chemical yield, for the Rb activity found with each electrode in several

experiments.  The fraction of positive Rb atoms listed in the table was

calculated from equations presented in earlier Quarterly Reports, assuming

the  e fficiency  of each electrode for collecti ng  ions of opposite charge

was 10.0 percent   and   that no negative Rb atoms are present. However,

Kofoed-Hansen and Jacobsenl have shown the maximum recoil energy of the

' 88                                    88Rb from the emission of the 2.5 Mev Kr beta to be 53 ev.  Further,

the recoil spectrum extends to zero energy with a most probable value of

about 20'volts.  Referring to Hellund1s2 treatment.of average collection

2.  E. J. Helluhd, Report ANL=42840
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TABLE I

Fraction of Positive Rb Atoms

Exp.    Polarity of Rod    Rb88 Activity(ctd/min)   R(Wall/Rod)   Fraction
Rod Wall Rb+Ar·

+ '

/'-3000 V 976          26 0.027 0.97

1     < neutral             31        1090         36

 +3000 W            12 1232 103 O.65

-3000 v 6690 930 0.14 0.87

2 neutral 366 6930         19

+3900 V              0  .     .8560
" 1.00

i

3 deutral 124 2455         20

4         -3000 v 4560 290 0.064 0.94

efficiency as a function of recoil energy, we find that with collision-

free ion trajectories the rod 3000 volts negative attracts approximately

75 and 90 percent of the 53 and 20 ev ions respectively and the wall, when
.

negative to like degree, captures essentially all the positive ions of  

these energies.  The remainder of.the ions when the rod is negative are

found in Hellund's treatment to spiral around the rod and escape at the

ends of the cylinders.  At the pressures employed in these experiments,

perhaps 50% of the Rb atoms will make one or more collisions before reaching

an electrode.  If the Rb* ions. do not lose charge but only kinetic energy

in these collisions then the collection efficiency will be increased beyond

that predicted by Hellund for collision-free conditions.  If charges are

lost in the collisions, the Rbi ions will be defleeted in general to, the

wall and counted as neutral Rb.  The process of charge neutralization does

not seem very likely, however, sinde the ionization potential of Rb is

2US 691
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much smaller than that of any probable collision partner.  There is as

yet no basis for distinguishing among a collection efficiency less than

4           unity, an apparatus anomaly, or a systematic analytical error as the
L.

source of the neutral Rb atoms observed (3%, 13% and 6% in the three

-i
experiments with rod negative).  In the two experiments with wall negative, -'*-

all the Rb was positive in one run and 65 percent in the other.  The low

second value is believed to be due to poor statistics of counting the

rod activity, which was only 3 cts/min above backgroundo

Despite these difficulties in interpretation of the data, the

high percentages of positive ions observed in a transition where only
r#

singly charged recoils are expedted supports the results of earlier studies

on Br recoils from radiative capture and isomeric transition.  The distri-

bution of Rb activity between wall and rod in the field-free electrode88

systems is quite near the ratios measured for Br, and approach the value

21 predicted from geometrical consideratiods.  This concordance of results

from three independent experiments suggests that reflection of Br and Rb

atoms from Cu-amalgam surfaces occurs only to a very small degree.

,

255 i .0 4UV,<•
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XX. Danger Coefficient Tests on Zr02 and Zr Samples  (De Metta* and           '

J. Richards)

1
....

Samples of all zirconium oxide being produced are being measured
&-

by the danger coefficient technique in CP-2.  In the. first runs, it was

-

found that the samples had cross sections of the order of 1 barn per

atom of zirconiume

It was felt that this might be due to the presence of chlorides

-                              since all samples were produced by either  the Y-12, Foote Mineral,   or

the Ames Iowa, methodec  It was felt that these chlorides should be

readily volatilized„ .Recently samples were cooked at 12000 to 16000

F for 24 hourse  The cross section of the cooked samples dropped to

about 0.3 barn per atom of zirconiume  A sample cooked at 300' F for

48 hours had a cross section of 0075 barn before and after cooking,
.

The same sample after being cooked at 12000 to 16000 F for 12 hours

had a cross section of 003 barn per atom of zirconiume
-.

Metal samples prepared from the above oxides had an effective

cross section per atem of about 0.20 barn in CP-2. This value may be

low due. to self absorption in the block of metale  However, this

decrease in cross section is sufficient to indicate that the crystal

bar and the Kroll techniques of preparing the metal from the oxide

further purify the zirconiumo

..

.

*Naval Reactor Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois

SECRET
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XXI.  Studies on the Feasibility of Neutron Fuses  (J. D. Richards)

It has been suggested that a fuse for a nuclear reactor could be

7 built which would use the heat energy released· in fission to melt a
f                                                                                                                           1

small aluminum-uranium 235 alloy fuse which would in turn operate some

-.-            suitable safety device. .To be practical, such a fuse would ha*e to

melt or break in less than 10-30 milliseconds in the event the flux of

the pile should rise over operating level say, by a factor of 10  during

that interval.  Under steady operating conditions the fuse should be

able to dissipate the heat developed in fission without rising to near

breaking point temperaturese -

In order to have some idea of the power and time intervals involved,

an investigation of #20, #24, and #28 Awg 2S aluminum wire was made.

currents ranging from 1 to 230 amps, were sent through the wires and the

lengths of time required to blow the fuses were measured by a

chronoscope stop watcho Knowing the voltage,time,  and  all of the

resistances in the circuit (assuming an average value of the fuse

-            resistance as obtained from the steady state data), the approximate power

required to blow the fuse can be calculated.  In Fig. 25 fusing power

is plotted against time.  A-11 of the wires tested were 2 inches long and

were under about 55 gm tension.  Steady state conditions were investigated

to determine the temperature of the wire at different rates of power

dissipationo  Since the temperature coefficient of resistivity of aluminum is

not known accurately enough over the range of temperatures covered, the
*

temperatures plotted in Fit. 26 are approximate only.  Also, since

temperature dependence of the resistance is given by:  R = Ro(1 + oCAT)

where RQ is the resistance at a known temperature, AT the.change in

temperature and ci the temperature coefficient of resistivity, a small

error in measuring the ratio of R can be responsible for a large error
R0

in the calculated change in temperafure AT,
0.-7 .,1 0 /L U J        L'w i t
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Assuming an alloy of 20% U235 80% Al by weight and  0-f of U235

to  be '4 500 barns, the power developed in the wire by fission of U  can
T-

be calculated for any given flux as follows:

..                                                          = (in.ts»\. atoms of U •

 f <atom 
( cm2- \

l cm  sec
- watts

3.12 x 1013  fissions/watt sec

Or for #20 wire
19            224.40 x 10 ,   5 x 10

nv                                                                                                                 Z     nv  • 7.'05(10)-13 watts
3.12 Q 1010

for #24 wire

le74 x 10 .5 x 1019          -22
nv nv • 2.78(10)-13 watts

3.12 x 1010

and for #28 wire

18           -22
6.7 x 10  ,0  5 x 10 -13

nv nv , 1007(10) watts

3.12 x 10
10

The temperature or fusing'time of the wire at a given flux can be

found by referring to the temperature vs power curve, Fige 26, and the

power vs time curve, Figo 25.  Table I lists the above information for

fluxes ranging from 109 to 1015 neutrons/cm@-sec.-

It should be remarked that in this experiment the thermal contact

between the copper clips and the wires was poor.  If the wires Were

shortened and the thermal conductivity of the supports improved, Me might

expect the fuses to withstand higher fluxes in the steady state without

appreciably altering their transient characteristics, This, would reduce

the factor by which the flux must increase to go from steady state operation

to a region where the fuse would melt rapidly.

From the data compiled in Table I, we can also conclude that the
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smaller diameter wires undergo a greater change in temperature for a

given change in flux than the larger diameter wires.  However, there

T„
is a lower limit of the diameter of the wire which may be used determined

by such factors as tensile strength of the wire, and creep under

bombardment and temperature fluctuations.  These problems may have to

be studied before a practical fuse can be designed.

TABLE I

Flux #20 Wire -#24 Wire #28 Wire

210)9 200                   200                     200

10 210 210 200(10)

(10)11 280 260                     250

(10)12 880 670 420

5(16)12 3000 1900                    1050

(10)13 4659- 270o 1550

5(10)13 melts in 2.4 secs. melts ih 2.2 secse melts in 2 secse

(io)14 melts in 1.2 sec. melts in .31 seco melts in 08 seco

5(10)14 melts in 0015 seco melts in   < .001 sece melts in < *001 sec.

10 melts in rv 5001 sece melts in << 0001 sece melts in <<0001 sece
15-

SECRET
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NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF FUNDAMENTAL MODES

Donald A. Flanders and George Shortley

9(™      -    Introduction

In connection with work on complex problems occurring in certain appli-

.

cations of diffusion theory, a convenient and practical method of numeri-

cal determination of the fundamental eigenfunction in an important group of

eigenvalue problems has been developed for application in two or three di-

mensionso

While the methods we have developed are applicable to a wide class of

systems of linear partial differential equations and a wide variety of

linear boundary conditions, we feel that the new ideas and techniques will

have the widest usefulness if they are first presented in the simplest

possible setting.  Hence, in this paper we shall consider the numerical de-

termination of the lowest eigenvalue and corresponding fundamental eigen-

function of the equation
1

9                                                                                    6   4    + 4    4     =   0,                                                                                                          (1)

which occurs in the theories of heat conduction, diffusion, vibration, and

elsewhere,  For simplicity we shall fix attention on a connected two=

dimensional region bounded by straight line segments parallel to the x- and

rcoordinate axes, and shall consider the simplest boundary condition,

4.=,0 on the boundary.                (2)

The methods discussed can be generalized so as to apply to more general

linear differential equations of elliptic type, to systems of such equa-

tions,   to more complex geometrical   tonf igurations,  'to   more .general linear

boundary and interface conditions and to more dimensions.

We replace the continuum by a square lattice of mesh h, and equation

(1) by a difference equationg in the usual wayo Again for simplicity we
r

assume that the dimensions are such that the boundaries fall along rows of

255 099
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lattice points.  We further assume that the mesh is so.small that every

pair of interior points can be joined by a polygonal path consisting of

segments of the network lying wholly in the interior of the region; we
-r·

shall say that the interior points are connected by the net.  We denote

the lattice points by Pij, the corresponding values of u by uij.

If we use the notation W uij to represent the average  of the values

of u at the four nearest neighbours of the point Pij, i.eo

6,luij =*(uifl,j + ui-l, j + uip j+1 + uip j-1) 9
the second-difference approximation to 6 u  at the point  P. ·  is

1J

- WLLi- Cull_'•Li u.. --.
1 J                        h y 

The difference equation that approximates (1) is then

4)u..  u.. 0- * 6-hoj uij= O,
1J    IJ

or

&,1 u . . = ) „                                               (3)iJ   ,- -ijf

where

A=r- * 81 4   .                               ·                                               (4)

'The highest eigenvalue   t of (3) will give an approximation to the lowest

1                      eigenvalue     I   of (1) according to the  relation  (4),  and the corresponding

eigenfunction ul of (3) will approximate to the fundamental eigenfunction

of (1). We shall not discuss in this paper the accuracy of these approxi-

mations; it is well known that the solutions of the difference equation

converge to solutions of the differential equation as h-900
We shall consider the function uij to have values only at interior points

of the region.   At a point adjacent to the boundary 4'uij then will be taken

to represent 1/4 the sum of the values at the three (two or one) neighboring

interior points 9 since one or more zero boundary values occur in the aver-
'

aging process.  We assume that there are N interior points, and for con-

venience number them from 1 to N, replacing the double index i,j by a

£1
' .7 . 1 n04 3 .LUV
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single index.k.  The correspondingly ordered set of values uk will then be

denoted by a column vector  u,= (uk) .   For the  sake of brevity two components

T'           of u will be called neighboring if they represent values of u at neighboring

points of the lattice.

.

Let Zokf = 1/4 or 0 according as uk: and uy are neighbors or not, and let

Q denote the square matrix ( 10 k0 • The equation

Qu =A g                       (5)
then represents the result of incorporating the boundary conditions into the

r,¥stem of equations  (3) o   Thus equation  (5)  is the complete finite-difference

analog  of the analytic system  (1) 9   (2) .    It  is the algebraic eigenvalue  pro b-
-                                -                  -

lem set by (5) with which we shall be concerned hencefortho

-                                 Basic Properties of the Solutions of the

Matrix Equation

The general theory of equations such as (5) is well known.  We set down

here such ·general facts as we shall need, and we derive certain further use-

ful properties specific to the particular equatione

The matrix G) is real and symmetric. Hence, it.has N real eigenvalues

and a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectorso  We denote the eigen-

values by

>  .  . .2-1
A, 25 1* -                     N '                    (6)

and the corresponding eigenvectors of an arbitrary (but fixed) complete ortho-

normal system by

ul,   u2,    .    ..,   uN.                                                                                 (7)

(Since -u is an eigenveAor belonging to the eigenvalue A if u is, and is
I                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                -

normalized if u is 9 we shall assume throughout that whenever u denotes an

eigenvector with eigenvalue   , then the maximum of the absolute values of

the    components    of   u is equal   to the value   of   s ome component   uk   of   u.)

263  101
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The averaging operation performed by U cannot increase the maximum of

the absolute values of the components of any eigenvector up so that every

'-              1 X h i s    10  In fact one
can readily see that only the inequality can

hold because of the zero boundary condition.   (It is clear that the S sign
*

will hold for more general operators than (J provided the corresponding

-           matrix contains no negative elements and the sum of the elements in every

row is S 1, while the inequality may be asserted if in addition the sum

of the elements of some row is < lo).
The highest eigenvalue,   ,, is non-degenerate (ioe.    2-  2.

or, equivalently, there are not two linearly independent eigenvectors with

eigenvalue ,>l, ), and ul is everywhere positive. These facts may be proved

by using the variational analog of the eigenvalue problem, which may be

stated thus:    If Ho  is a normalized eigenvector  of  (5) with eigenvalue 1
0 9

then ui is a vector that gives the quadratic form

JEW(5 0 9,=      k, f       k/'  ku  y.
the stationary value  A   , -subject to the side condition

(.u,u.) =    ulc2= li
and conversely.

Let v be any normalized eigenvector belonging to 11 (ioe. with eigen-

value A l) ,  and let w  = (   vk ).   Then w is normalized,  and we shall  show

that it is also an eigenvector-belonging to ,;l lo For since no 6Jk   <  0
it follows that 0 kywkwlkA kyvkvf in every case, and hence that (w, LJ w)
>11   X1-,6 0 Since is the maximum value  that  (5 4) 11)  can  assume  for  any

. 1
normalized vector 5 we must have (54' w) = 1 1, and hence w is an eigen-

I. vector belonging to 1 1.  Thus 6) wk f   41 ky'«= Alwk for every k.

N" I (and hence w)  can have no zero component.   For if w has any zero

valpes, there must be at least one point Pr for.which wr = 0 that has a
neighboring point Ps for which ws> 0•  This follows because E does not
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vanish identically and because the interior points are connected by the net.

'  But we have arrived at a contradiction since on the one hand (1)wr=A iwr - 0,
while  on the other  0 wr is a sum of non-negative terms 4,|r  w  of which at

least one,  A) rsws, is not zero.
Further, no component of v is negative.  As before one could find

-                                                                                                                                                                                                           -

neighboring values vr< 0, vs >0 (vk -0 having'been excluded) o  But now we
would have (w, W w)   >   (5 4.II) since Qrswrws    -    - Wrsvrvs 2 0  >Ursvrvs o

Finally;  no two linearly independent eigenvectors can belong to X 1.
For if vl and v2 were.such eigenvectors, normalized and with only positive

...           -.                      -

components, their difference would be an (unnormalized) eigenvector belong-
A                                                                                                                                          -

ing  to  /l 1 that would  have both positive and negative values , which  is  im=.

possible.  Thus ul is unique and is everywhere positive. Since every eigen-

vector belonging to a different eigenvalue must be orthogonal t° ul. 11 m™ t

be the only everywhere positive eigenvector in the set ul, ...,·uN.

An arbitrary vector v has a unique expansion in terms of the set (7) :

v-2 crti   9                                                                                                                               (8)
n

where cn is the inner product of v and gn, that is

Crl  -  (v,11  1 =    k      Ilcuk=
n,   _n

If v is everywhere positive the coefficient cl must also be positive, and if

furthermore v is reasonably pillow shaped, cl will probably be larger than

,the magnitude of any other coefficient.

The  effect of applying the operator 4) to an arbitrary vector  v  is  to

produce a vector v* such that

r. 60 I =     Xnor,ln•
More generally, if P (U)    is any polynomial in 41 ,

- P(4)) I=    PC % n) crding  .               (9)
that is to say that each coefficient cn is multiplied by the value of the
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polynomial P(1) at X=;ln. Figure 1 shows the graphs of the factors

P(  )  corresponding to the operators 4,19  6)24 and  ( LL  a)/(1  - a)  for  a

T'                                      =   -1   and   for   a = -1/2.

It  is  clear from Fig.  1 that W will reduce the magnitude of every co=

9
efficient cn in proportion to the nearness of the corresponding eigenvalue

to 0,  but_ that  if  .An| is close  to  X·1 the relative reduction will be small,

or there may even be a relative increase if I Ani 7 11· Iteration of the

operator 4), represented  by the operator Z) P,  is  seen to have  the  same

propertied, except that the telative effect increases with increasing po

On the other hand the operator (6)- a)/(1 - a)  can be chosen with a nega-
1

-

tive so that every cn (0 cl') is reduced in magnitude, not only absolutely,

but relatively to the magnitude of cl°

Techniques for the Solution of· the Matrix Equation

By iterative application to a trial vector (8) of a polynomial opera-

tor P(£J),of the type shown in Figo 1 it is possible to obtain a sequence
1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                -of vectors .10 (=I), Il, . . . . , vj, . .0, such that the ratios   cn //Cl   

-

are successively reduced.  Past procedures for obtaining the fundamental

solution  of. such a matrix equation  have  been  of  this  type . P iterations

of  a polynomial operator  Pd( 4)) of degree  d are equivalent  to the operator
-     -

Ird( W)] P, which is of degree dpe We shall now show that for given degree

-             m there exists a "best" polynomial operator Pm(41) o Since this polynomial
-*

"
-         is not a power of any polynomial of lower degree, it is therefore "better

than the result of £ iterations of any operator of degree d such that
.

dp < 20
--

The criterion for the "best" polynomial operator P ( W) of degree m may

be rigorously expressed in the following form:  We assume the eigenvalues

f
of the problem lie in an interval (-a,b), and that there is an interval

(-a,c), with c < b, within which  it is desired that the maximum of   P( X) 4'(b) 
r f·,r,
Z'.' J 104
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shall be a minimume  By limiting consideration to those polynomials for

which P(b) 0 1 we then seek among such polynomials those for which the

4,            maximum of   P( 4))    is a minimum throughout the interval (-a, c) o  If such

a polynomial exists  for each choice of 61,1,2,  then by taking  1 S  -A N,

1.                 b m 11,  0 = 2£ we can preserve the magnitude  of 11 in the expansion of an

arbitrary trial vector (8), and obtain the maximum reduction in magnitude

of the remaining coefficientst  In practice, we do not know in advance w
hat

values should be assigned to 3,1, and i. In later sections we shall show
.

*In one sense  the "best" polynomial would be. (4,1- X2)(43- A 3)°  .  ..(4)-AN) D

since this would eliminate  every. eigenvector except  Ill.   But  in any practical

case such as we envisage, where the number of eigenvectors is large
 (in the

. .               hundreds or thousands), this would not actually be  as good (even assuming
- <

the eigenvalues known) since it would be of much higher degree than one

such as we describeo

.

how such assignments may reasonably be madeo

By making the changes of variable

61   =.   __L  tul    +   5=1.          M     -2.-     '1       +   LE                                                           (9)a+C a+c
-

a+c a-c

Lao  that /4 (-a)  =   -1, /4(c)  =     +ll and setting  d =/4 (b) o    = 2. Eik -  1,
-   a+c

the existence of the desired "best" polynomial is given by the following

Theorem: Among all polynomials. of degree  m in  /Y and having the value

tl   at    /* i d>l, there    is    just one having minimum absolute value through=

out the interval (-1,+1), namely the polynomial

Sm(/4 ) ,    =   Tm t) / 111(d), (10)

.

where Tm(/4) is the mth order Tschebyscheff polynomial*

*We are indebted to  Drs o Tukey and 'Grosch for suggesting the  use  of
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Tschebyscheff polynomials, in the course of a discussion of this work at

the IBM Seminar on Scientific Computation held in Endicott, N. Y. in Novem-3

ber, 1949.  We had previously used polynomials with zeros equally spaced in

..

the interval (-1,d). These wefe fairly efficient, but appreciably less sO

than the Tschebyscheff polynomials.

T (F   ),  =  cos  (m arccos F  ).
Proof: Tm( bk  )  is. alternatsly + l.and -1 at the E+1 points F k'  i cos  (klr/m).

Consequently   Sm(x) I  has  1/Tm(d)  as its maximum at these m+1 values  off .
Suppose that R(F )  is a polynomial of degree m that is  =.1 at/1 =d and has

equal or smaller maximum absolute value  jin the interval i ( -1,+1) .    Let

Q(B )    .Sm(B )    -   R(F) 0    Then Q(F)  is of degree  m or  less,  Q(d)  t  0  and

Q(e k)   20  or  K o according  as  k  is  even  or  odd. We proceed  to  show  that

Q(B ) has at least 3,1 zero's in the closed interval [-1,d] , which is

possible only if Q 1 0, i.e. if R = Sm.

This will be proved by mathematical i6duction in the following form:

For every integer k from 0 to-El inclusive Q(F ) has at least k+1 zero's in
the closed interval 4 k,'d  , but if k< m and Q(B k)    0 1. then there are at

least k+2 zero's in. k, d]:     .Thit 'is   clearly  true I·foi·  k   f.0...since  Q(d)   =  0.

Note that' if  0<k<m and  Q(Ki k)  =  0 thenB k is  a multiole zero since both S 
and  R  must have natural extrema   at iuk' and hence   Sm( P k) -R' ( , £k)   =   Q' (M k)   =   0

Assume it true ifor·some k<m.   If·Q(Fik) = 0 there at least k+2 zero's

in. [,Lk, d] and hence at least k+2 or k+3 zero's in Lu dl according
L k+1, J

as  Q(,6      ) '0  0  or  =  0.    If  Q(/6 k)  0  0  and  Q(,U k·,l)  j   0 then their. signs differ,k+1

so  there  is  a  zero  in' (kl k+1' BLk) and hence there  are at least  k+2  zero' s

in ik.tl'd .   Finally,  if Q(klk) .  0 and Q(  kfi)  2 0 there are at least k+1

zero's inI"k•dl and at least one or two zero's at k+1 according as k+1=m

or  ktl < m.    Thus the statement  is  true for every k. Since Bm  -  -1  there
are at least m+1 zero·'s in  -1,d  , so that Q E 0, R E Sm• This completes

the proof of the theorem. 235 107
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The quantity 1/Tin(d) is the maximum of < Sm(,+E)   in the interval -1,+17.
and is therefore the measure of the reduction of the coefficients of all

.. eigenfunctions with eigenvalue in the range - a s.;lc c relative to an eigen-

function with eigenvalue b, when Sm(e/1 ) is applied t6 atrial vector (8),
The accompanying tables of this reduction factor have been constructed to

give an idea of the dependence of the reduction to be expected on the de-

gree of the polynomial and on d.  The parameter d has been replaced by the
- -

quantity L, - (a+c)/(atb), which  is more directly related to the spacing  of
-..   -./

the   eigenvalues.      d   =  1  -1.
- r

Tables of 1
/rm(1  -   1)

r .9 .925 e 95 .96 e97

d 1.22222 1.16216 1010526 1.08333 1.06186
m
1 .81818 .86047 .90476 .92308 .94175

2 .50311 .58781 .69290 .74227 .79676

-               3 .27499 .35816 .47961 o 54477 .62361

4 .14490 .20884 .31588 ·.38023 .46502

6 .03393 .06890 .12996 .17425 .24138

8 .01061 .02229 .05251 o07792 .12123

12 .00077 .00238 .00852 .01542 .03001

16 .00006 .00025 .00138 „00305 .00740

24 .00004 .00012 .00045

32                ·                                                o00003

r 098 .985 - .99 .9925 0995

d 1.04082 1.03046 1.02020 1.01511 1.01005

1 .96078 .97044 .98020 .98511 + .99005
2 .857-1-9 .88993 .92454 .94259 .96117
3 .72066 .77799 .84264 .87814 .91603
4 058076 e65559 .74637 .79932 .85846

6 .35076 o43397 .55043 .62750 .72281

8      o 20285 o 27373 o38606 .46941 .58347
12 .06555 .10396 .17853 .24514 .35360
16 .02101 .03892 .08052 e 12382 .20514(
24 .00215 .00543 .01620 .03098 o06686

32 000022 o00076 .00325 o00772 .02149
40 .00002 .00011 o00065 .00193 .00692
48 .00001 .00013 .00048 .00223

56 .00003 .00012 .00072

,                64 000001 .00003 o00023
72                                                                 •00008
80                                                                 .00002

0... e 108449
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In the practical application of an operator Sm(ca) to a trial vector it
is often convenient to use the following factor formula for Tschebyscheff

0            polynomials :

P   r
T       C   x)   =  77-       LT q C x) = COS

ek-1 Il. (11)

0
pq.

k 1             P    ZJ

This follows from the identity

cos (pq arccos  x)    i cos   Ep  arccos  Igos (q  arccos  xill    ,

=           which may be written

T  (x) = Tp ITq (x)1 bPq

Since T (y) has £ zero's located at y =cos 2kzl 3, (1·1) results from set-
p    2

ting  y  =  T (x)   in
the factored  form  of  T  (y).

If we have a vector v that is known to be a linear combinatiori of just

the first two eigenvectors, ioe.

1        2                                      (12a)-                                             v = c 111    +  c 211 ,
.j

one can determine 11' A2' 219 12 by the following "harmonic analysis".

1 First compute 4.Ir  and 4,12vp

4/Z  =11°111     + A.202!le, (12b)

4, Zv    =    1 1 2 0 111           +       2202!12. (12c)

Next form the inner products

2         2
(519.-A=  cl    +   02

(v,4)v): B =llc].2 + A 2(22- --

-             -

(UI, 6)I)  f   (b WZI) - C.-1 12c12 .0 X 22022 (13)

I                                                      -           .                         .-                                                      I.

(4)19  WZI)--  D   =      13c12   +  X23022.
2        2=

When cl  and c2  are eliminated from the equations (13) there result two

-4

independent equations for
Al  and A29

which may be written in the  form

All            B Al , l 2                                                                                                                            

12 1 2 (14)
B   1 X2 C      Al            2         =0 0

0 3
c     A 12 A22 D  Al  23

rh  4,ZoO 109
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If these be solved for
;ll and 1„ and

the possibilities ;l  = 0
- - 1      9

X   -0     1 =1 2 (which  do not concern us  here) be discarded,  the2 -   '  ' '1     

two 21.  ' s  will be found  to  be the roots   of the equat ion

A   Bl

B           C             =0                                                    
                                (15)

'

C      D     Z

C lfl and c 2112 can then be determined from (12 a,b) by

-                                                                                      c   ul=          .1            .   w v                 AZ                   v (16)

1-          X1- X 2           -  =     11=     X 2     -

c  u2 -     -1                              X1          v  .
2-  Al= X24'I,+  Al= 2 -

---

If v is only approximately represented by the linear combination (12a),   '

so that relations (13) are only approximately true, the solutions of (15)

-will  aivo  appluxiniale  values,   Ai  and   ,;l ,  of   Al  and  20 Since     i  and

- .           X  ( Ai >·;l ) satisfy (13)exactly, AiA-Al (°l2 + c22)7Ai°12 -
-X 022   =  B,   Ai·> B/A E  (v,1,® /(Lv),   i.e.   ;11  is  greater  than  the  esti-

mate of  1 that - would be obtained directly from the variational principleo

.In the examples we have tried we have always found  i < 312' but we have
not been able to prove that this.will be true in general*

Application of·the Techniques

The problems for which these techniques were developed were based on

relatively complicated regions that necessitated.the use of hundreds or

.- thousands of points to get even a moderately acceptable representation .of

-

the region and its boundary by the networko  This has meant that the com-

putations were possible only with the assistance of fairly high speed com-
4

puting machinery with.a large memoryp such as IBM punched card equipment,
.

particularly the 604 electronic computer.  The following remarks are

1             assumed to be concerned with such large scale problems computed with com-

parable equipmente
A"r.LJO 110
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In starting it is generally worth· while to use a rather coarse net,

even at the expense of considerably oversimplifying the geometry.  E.go

*b            if the region contains holes on whose boundaries the function is 0, it

may be worth while to select a mesh so large that such a hole is repre-

*
sented by a single point at which the function is 0.  The particular ad-

vantages of such a rough first approximation are that (a) the eigenvalues

are much less densely spaced, so that approximate values of Xi and,1£ are

. -            much more easily determined. (b) Relation (4) shows that if ;l' and , - "
are the eigenparameters for networks of mesh h' and h", respectively, then

,;l 1  and  A   may  be  approximated  from  Ai  and  A 2  by  lising  A"  = 1  -  (h"/h')2

5           (1--  :),  (c) The simplest possible interpolation in the function derived

from the coarse net will generally yield a function that differs from the
.

fundamental for the fine net principally by eigenfunctions with eigenvalues

near -1 (i.e. high frequency oscillations 9 which are the easiest to elim-
-

inate.  Thus, one may get a good starting function for the fine network by

-            treating the solution for the coarse network as a stepfunction in the fine

network and smoothing it by a few preliminary operations with (41+1)/29

about equal in number to the ratio of h' to hn.

The form of the starting function for the coarse network is not too

important, provided the generally convex character of the function is ob-

servedo  Advantage should be taken of any symmetries in the figure to re-

duce the number of points, which- not only reduces the number of eigenfunc-

- tions but also decreases the density of the eigenvalues.  It should be

noted that the matrix resulting from using only a portion of a symmetrical

figure is no longer symmetrical.  For example, if the.full figure is

             symmetrical along a diagonal and half the figure is used, the neighbors

'    of a diagonal point are the neighbors on one side counted twiceo  The

eigenvectors of the resulting matrix will not then be orthogonal in general.

21;65  ill
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Their orthogonality will be restored if they are treated as eigenvectors

of the matrix associated with the complete figure, which is done simply by

.- giving to each point in the subregion actually used a weight equal to the

number of points in the full region for which it standse

j
In problems of the type considered here  one may assume A N- -1

throughout,  and  Al  =   +1  initially.   The  first  step  is  to  pick an opera-

tor    Jl  and a polynomial  Sm(JJ)   of low degree  that will enable  one  to

compute ;l  and A. 2 by the crude harmonic analysis of the previous section

with fair accuracy„ Thus, with a=b =1 the choice  of r =0 9 and m =8

,               corresponds tol·= 08,·1 =.1.22222,   c/2 =(20 J + 1)/19, 1/rm(d) .01061.

This Sm(Jl) will reduce tha coefficients of all eigenvectors in the ex-

pansion of v with eigenvalues lying in the range -1 9 AS .8 by .at least
.

the factor 001, and those with eigenvalues in the range .8 f A31 at

,              least in proportion to the ratio (   - .8)/.2. Ordinarily this will be

sufficient to determine ;l 1 and / 2 with sufficient accuracy to determine

a final operator for this network.  However, if the number of points in

the coarse network is tather large, it may be worth while to take r and

m larger.

In the actual performance of an operation S (c/2 ) I one is faced

with a practical dilemma.    On  the  one  hand  Sm( 012 j  I may  be  cdmputed  by
-       -

iterations with the operator c)21, and then forming the polynomial as a

linear combination of the results.  This has the practical disadvantage
,,

that with large m the sizes of the terms are so disparate that a great
-

·           deal of accuracy is lost due to taking differences of large multiples of

the results of the iterations.  At the other extreme ,  Sm(013 )  may be fac-
.

tored into its linear factors,

'*                                                               sm(''l,1'  -8-14-/(k.
(17)

R ./f.'6
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-         and these linear operators applied successively.  This method suffers from

the disadvantage that the coefficients of the operator must be changed at

0           each step, which is a dangerous source of error in machine operation.  A

reasonable practical compromise has been found to combine the two methods

·4           by use of the factor formula of the previous section.  Thus if we set

Sm(JZ ) =   14-     Tq(cs ) - COS 2k-1 5
p 2       (18)

k- fk-1 1/-1        Tq (d) .. cos

·                                                                                        
                                                                                         

                              P           2

where q is about 6 or 89 we may iterate q times with JZ , follow this with

the computation of the first of the £ polynomialsp iterate on the result

q   times   with J2 , compute- the second polynomial factor, and so on. Since

the term cos gk-1 /  is small compared with the other terma  in the denomin-
D

P   2
ator it may be omitted.  This has the effect of changing the scale of the

- .           vector slightly, which is of no theoretical importance.  If this is done

s            then the operator used in the iterations is always the same , while the
t

•

. coefficients used ih the successive polynomials differ only in the constant

term.  By keeping 1 relatively small loss of significant figures is avoided,

while by keeping it at least as large as 6 or 8 the chdnge of scale produced

by neglecting the cosine term i.n the denominator is not bothersomee  (If the

function does grow out of bounds, cutting it in half once will generally

be sufficient.  Note that this should be done when a polynomial factor is

computed, not in the course of a set of iterations preparatory to the com-

putation of such a polynomial.)

When a satisfactory solution for the coarse network has been obtained,

4                     a starting function for tha fine network may be constructed along the  lire s

.

suggested above* At this point'procedure will depend to some extent on

whether the interest in the problem centers in the determination of the

fundamental eigenvalue or of the fundamental. eigenfunction.  If the former,

255 11J
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then c may safely be chosen <l 2  and we may determine    A l by harmonic

analysis.  If A and N. are widely separated this method,may also be1        2

0                          used for determining the vector clul However,   this  is not generally  to

be recommended since the determination of Clul   from (16) generally   in-
.

volves great  loss of accuracy because  of the neatness  of  Al and  A 2'
Instead  one is forced to choose  S ·close' to   A   with consequent increase   

in the size of m.

Sever.al of the problems solved by this procedure have been of a more

general type than the one proposed in the introduction.  Since the modifi-

11 1                             ...    :cations introduced by these problems may assist others in applying the

procedure to other problems, we shall state briefly the most important

features of the more general problem and its solution.
D

The single dependent variable u is replaced by two functions, u and

v           v, which are to satisfy simultaneous equations

(4 -a)u+ b v   -COU

c    u  +   (   A         -    d)v = -9 C v. (19)

The fundamental region is divided into subregions within each of which

the ·coefficients, a,b,c, d are constant functions of a parameter p  ,  Cer-

tain homogeneous conditions are imposed aeross,the interfaces.  It is de-

sired to determine  p    so  that the fundamental eigenvalue oci     0,   and  to

find the corresponding pair of eigenfunctions u, v.

The matrix equation analogous to (5) is then of the form
*

<W-h2a  hb  lu
2  \      /    ,         Cul

2 1   1   J=X I 1
(20)

1,2G        le -  h  d i'        v  cy, ,
1  P

.,                                  where       A   r   1   4  1 '.h-oc,    and   cdnsequently  it   is   ddsired  that   A  1   = 1. As.   in  

W

the first problem the introduction of the boundary conditions (and here of

the interface conditions   as  well) re sults in modification   of' the inter-

pretation of the operator 0.1 at certain points, but it' is still an aver-

r e t· . -
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3                                                                                                                                                                                                        In
a practical value of a for use in determining the operat or 0 0 in the

Tschebyscheff polynomial is achieved. The polynomial operator Sm ·is now

not a function of c/6 but of the matrix operator in · (20) with 6/1 substi-

tuted for 4) o

-  I A final word about the treatment of the interface conditions.  The

particular conditiohs imposed are expressed in the difference equations

by assertions of the form:  the value of u at an interface point is a

weighted average of certain neighboring values of u in the adjacent regions.

It would be possible to eliminate all interface points from the vector in

a manner.similar to that in which the boundary points were eliminated.

. However, since ,;l l' is very nearly +1 in these problems  it is possible to

use the average of the neighboring values of an interface value as part
,.

of the operator. In effect then the value of A1 is forced to be exactly

0- +1 at such a point, which does not seriously affect the character of the

matrix operator as a whole.

*

8

i.
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15     16
SPIN-SPIN DOUBLETS    IN · N AND 0

D. Ro Inglis

 ..
Recent observations of ·Buechner and Malm at MIT, using high-resolution

magnetic analysis of proton energies in the reaction N14(d,p)N15 have re-
.U

vealed the existence of two intriguing "doublets" in the nuclear spectrum
-.

of Nls: The first observed excited level at 5.3 Mev is double with a split-

ting of 30 Kev and the third observed excited "level" at 7.2 Mev has a

splitting of 150 Keve  It has been known for some time that the first two

excited states of 016 lie one at 6 Mev and the other about 100 Kev higher,

a juxtaposition which until now could have reasonably been attributed to

chance behaviot of complicated features of nuclear structure o   Now the  7 Mev

i                                   state   of   016   has   also been shown (by Chao, Tollestrupp Fowler   and Laur itsen)
15

to be a 200 Kev doublet. The similarity of these to the N doublets is

.
1          striking, and a common mechanism is to be expected.

In the light of the success of the j-j coupling scheme in correlating

nuclear moments 9 which requires rather large spin-orbit coupling energy of

individual nucleons in heavier nuclei, these "doublet" splittings seem too

small to be interpreted as conventibnal spin-orbit doublets.  They appear

instead to be spin-spin doublets associated with the existence of an almost-

closed p-shell.

16The explanation is simplest in the case of 0  9 of which the ground

state is a closed p-shell of both neutrons and protons.  The first excited

-             state would be described most simply (though perhaps only roughly) as hav-

-                            ing  a single nucle on,   say  a proton, excited  to  the next "shell", leaving

15
the rest of the nucleus in a state very much like the ground state of N  ,

an almost-closed proton shello This "proton hole" may be described as being

i            in a state 2Pl/2 if the spin-orbit coupling of the hole is larger than the

spin-spin coupling between the excited proton and the hole, add this we are

n.·..                  ··
CUO i17
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a neutron, but it might be something like 1 Mev higher because of differences

in coulomb energy (perhaps it is the  7 Mev doublet) o One might want instead

to attribute the splitting between the 600 and 6.1 Mev states to coulomb

difference, but they would then be mirror states, whereas the 6.1 Mev state

..
emits gammas and the 6.0 does noto

In N the vectors involved in the spin-spin coupling are not so simple,15

4

because there are here two holes in the  p  shell after one nucleon is ex-

cited to an  s  state, and it is not quite so immaterial which nucleon is

excited. .We might, for example 9 assume that the (d,p) reaction, having

some remote similarity to an Oppenheimer-Phillips process, preferentially
1

excites a neutron, so that in the first observed doublet we have an  s  neu-

tron and the almost-filled shell resembling N14, with J-1.  .In this case

the coupling of J=1 with s= 1/2 would give the doublet states with I =-1/2

0- and 3/2.  Any state of the almost-filled shell having J 760 should similarly

give rise to a doublet when coupled with an excited nucleon in the  s  state,

-            so the appearance of a second doublet about 2 Mev higher is not surprising.

(The first known excited state of N14 is 2.3 Mey above the ground state,

and with the extreme decoupling of the excited nucleon made apparent by

the existence of the spin-spin doublets it might even be significant to

associate these differences) o

The interpretation here presented does not depend on specifying whether

the j-j or L-S coupling.scheme or intermediate coupling should prevail

within the p-shell, and, indeed, in the discussion of the lower doublet of

016 it is quite superfluous to do so, since a single hole in the p-shell
6

is a 2P in any case.   In N15 it is surprising in either model that it should

'            be the first excited state that shows doublet structure, and there is some

question whether another state might be revealed by another reaction, in.:.                                                                                                                                                                                                     I

spite   of the careful search  by Bue chner and Malm  with   the    (d,p)    reaction.
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In the L-S coupling scheme one would expect the ground state to be a con-

ventional doublet, with a splitting of perhaps 100 Kev or more, arising

A from spin=orbit coupling, and in the j-j coupling scheme one would expect'

the first excited state to be single, corresponding to a p-shell resem-

14bling C  , with J == 0, plus an excited  s  proton, since in.this coupling

scheme it presumably requires less energy to excite an unpaired Pl/2 nuc-
1                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           I

leon than a paired Pl/2 nucleon to the s state, as has been shown for

a  J - function interaction by Maria Mayer.

In order to judge the compatibility of attempted formulations of the

nuclear forces with this interpretation, the doublet splitting has been

calculated on the assumption that it arises from the usual combination of

central exchange interactions,

- y- z
(w+M  p,+BPS   Hpl.  r)Ae

0
the same between all pairs of nucleons, specifically with a gaussian radial

dependence.  Tensor forces are neglected although they might also be impor-

tant.  The three=dimensional harmonic oscillator approximation is used, in

which the single-nucleon wave functions include the exponential radial

factor exp(-0--C Y' 2   ).. For the case here discussed as the source of

the doublets, an excited s nucleon coupled to the P /2 hole, the split-

ting is

(T/T 41(Al,A(U-14(9-jal-T   +Jst-r' T,(M-8 1-6  17  93& T -  36/7'j\

Here   7 =r-+ 2    and the result reauces  to that obtained  for a J -function
4                          - &

interaction withT=Z and r 2/9= 17'     e For ordinary forces  (W = 1)  and
h

for typical values d-66      1 and A  =10 Mev, this splitting is about  100 Kev,
t

N                     for example .   As  for  sign,  this  is the energy .differences between  I  =1

and I=Oforap nucleon rather than hole,  and both the  hole  and the  nega-

tive sign of A cause inversions, so the lower I has lower energy if the

16
bracket is positive p which is satisfactory  for  the pair state  of  0    0
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For the alternative doublet arising in the .j-j coupling scheme from the

coupling   of an excited 245/2   nucleon   to   the   Pl /2   hole   has a splitting

(3
-

(r1171ZR 15)%!,>Ii»&'T+ )41-r -ibIT'>(4-6)13)3'r-161JT4,01-r')j

In summary, the expectation that the next excited nucleon state beyond
.k

the  p  shell is an  s  state provides the possibility of interpreting the

+ doublets observed at excitation energies above 5 Mev in the nuclei at the

end of the p shell as "spin-spin" doublets, or, more explicitly, "inter-

shell j-to-s coupling" doublets.

i                                                                                     \

I   /

j

U

,

.:*
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A THREE GROUP METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE CRITICAL

PROPERTIES OF HEAVY-WATER MODERATED REACTORS

Written by B. I. Spinrad
Work done by M. Felix and B. I. Spinrad

I.  General.Remarks
.

The· determination of critical masses of heavy-water moderated reactors

''                             has  been  for  some  time a stumbling block  in the theory of reactors.    The

best analysis of such systems is due to Garabedian (CNL-36), who calculated

3             the theoretical critical masses for systems resembling those measured by

Snell (MON-P-454).  The closest approach to agreement between theory and
f

,                 experiment was obtained by using a variational ,method of solution with a

slowing-down kernel of the Gauss-Yukawa form, corresponding to the best

- -          experimental measurements of slowing-down in heavy water.  Garabedian also

took account of the inhomogeneities in the thermal flux of the core, corre-

sponding to localization of absorbing material in fuel tubes, and demon-
.

strated that the effect of such inhomogeneities was appreciable.

Even so, the best results· thus obtained were still of the order of

10% low in mass.  Garabedian attributed this to the axial asymmetry of

Snell's system, as affecting the leakages in the radial diraction.

In investigations on CP-5, the Argonne research reactor, it has be-

come necessary to reevaluate the theoretical predictions, and, if possible,

to improve their accuracy.  The results of recalculation on the two more

4            concentrated reactors investigated by Snell, using essentially an iterative

t

technique with many basic similarities to the variational method, do demon-

strate an improvement.  Experiences with the iterative technique show that

the results of the variational method are, for these systems, quite sensi-

tive to the choice of weighting function; and the improvement in the re-
------*S

r. -   I   -   . ---2  1.-0.. 'P-1.-,•
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sults is partly due to the increased accuracy of the trial function attained

by going through extra iterationso  Moreover D the iterative technique en-

ables one to include, in a simple way, the effects of axial leakage during

slowing dawno
ell.

The problems under consideration may be described as follows:  we con-

sider a cylindrical   core of radius /to surrounded   by a reflector of radius

/b, with the same slowing down properties as the coreo Fluxes are assumed

to go to 0 at hv,o The height of the system is adjusted to the height of

the core plus its axial reflector savings, so that the physical system cal-

culated is as sketche .

C-) -7\

CORE VA -REFLEcTORb                                                                                           k/                     0.0                  -*     /                   pl
0

9 - -« --
0- ----- %- - 1/-. --

-.NOL - --

N-------- --F.i 1 The core is assumed to be homogeneous, with a multiplication constant
l

              and thermal diffusion length obtained from a computation of disadvantage

factors for the uranium solutions used in Snell's experimentso  The multi-

plication and diffusion lengths used were almost identical with those gotten

by Garabedian for the "inhomogeneous" cases. The amount of metal in the

system is negligible, and hence we have a true variational problem, since

the slowing down in the core and reflector is identical.  The height used

was obtained from Garabedian's reflector savings calculations; the varia-

tion in reflector savings in the axial direction in going from one slowing
-

*             down'kernel to another is smallo

II  Discussion of the Iterative Method

If, now, we assume a thermal flux in the core 16' "  to be intro-
:      /  T h  ),                                                                                                                                                                                                    -

duced, this flux will dause fission in the system and be slowed down,

·*     . -    - -   -i.-1-_..... 23.5 123--.-2-      „
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yie 1ding   a new curve   for the thermal· flux:- According to whether   the   pile

is sub-, super-, or critical, this iterated thermal flux will be of lesser,
H 't-  .

greater, or equal intensity to that intro.duced.  If we take the multiplica=

tion constant, K, to be our critical parameter, this is equivalent to say-
6  1.   .

ing that an adjustment of K will keep the system critical; in the iterative

technique, Koperates as a normalizing factoro

In general, the iterated flux will not be of the same shape as the orig-

inal, unless a lucky guess of the trial function is made.  If we have know-

ledge of the statistical weight, 11111+, this is not a great drawback, as. a

/                    comparison  of co RE         !' oj   for the trial function and its iterant will
i  p'

give a good critical value.  If we have no knowledge of the weighting func-

tion, however D  we are forced either to reiterate the fluxes (since  the

shape of the flux curve is rapidly converging), dr to perform an iteration

.'3

to improve the weighting function.

III  The Slowing Down Kernel, and Technique of Iteration

The slowing-down kernel in heavy water is a convolution of a Yukawa

(diffusion) kernel and a Gaussian kernel.  This is equivalent to saying

that the slowing down density obeys a one group diffusion equation down to

an energy corresponding to an·age of 48 cm2, from there to thermal, it

follows the Fermi age equation, with an age in the Gaussian region of 79 cm20

Hence, the equation for the first (fission) group is

9  Qf  -  -t   6(%        7 J
A      t  &-L-   C-  =  0                                                                                  (1)

I --&.-

where Q f is the slowing down density of fission neutrons of age '34  ,
....

and     is the source function for fission neutrons.   When   J =48cm29  Qf
)

1 represents the source strength of neutrons entering the Gaussian (epithermal)
'.

groupo

3 Since for fast neutrons, there are no internal boundaries in the prob-

a
SS' 1 - - 7
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lem, the above equation has the single boundary condition of vanishing

at the edge of the system, with continuity of the function and its d6ri-
«'. --
.1

vative required inside.

We take as our source function. * „
S=K N T- 2V                                                           (2)

a      I T.6
which is a discontinuous function vanishing in the reflector C %= 0)„

Further, we shall take as our first approximation

3,10
= JO  (BL,Y                                                     (3)

Th
Then, separating out the axial solution, Ce© .[3  Z  , the solution of

9            equation (1) is, with continuity of density and its first derivative,

  NsSl 3X 4 (REFIEcT0£ 4)
1'

0

(7
-                                   whe re:

4. KNS
1,  J; (84+ © ( 5)

,,

and A and B are determined from the continuity conditions.

i It is convenient to expand Qf in a Fourier-Bessel series throughout

the systeme  Performing the required operations, we get
00                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ·

(Q -5 A. 0 (I. k)J f 77 6 0 &6

) 11  -   2.<  A '4-,0...E"f,1 +IlflGAJ WA,)J,4..+9-i:*10·JJ, Ca.W   )                6- k.2J:( C) LF 4.4 z      4, tIL      °'
-

·,                           The differential equation for the epithermal group  is

V  Q E      -2-Qi                                                                                     .              (7)3 3-E
'*               Where.  E is the slowing down density of epithermal neutronsp and •'IE

-

<            is their age reckoned from an origin corresponding to the energy at which

...

Jf = 48cm20 Hence, the- solution of the equation at   = 79cm2 gives the

1            thermal source strengtho  The initial conditions state that

--
==
SC=ZP 22;3  125
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92 (7,0)=Q+(74 '99)                       (8);
'-hI

-                           also  that    6    and
its derivative are continuous    inside the system, and that

     vanishes  at    h    . t

0 5 /

The solution of equation (8) is

QE = 1  = E 5 A.-2-tr St J.(1 & t)                    (9)
-8%7 0#

...Fl-/

--           2

Now, substituting )8= 79cm 9 ·we obtain the source for the thermal group,

 Th
The differential equations for the thermal group are thd usual diffu-

i
sion equations,

DTh 94 W  - Nr- 29   +  Qri,  =
·O

(10)
T4     a  'Th

in which DTh and A'03 are no longer necessarily the same for core and re-

flector.
311-h

must
vanish   at    k.    ,   and    4  and L    must   be

cont inuous
/7

*
at /to_,

Substituting equation  (9)  for  Th D the. solutions  of  (10)  may be written

00
.    -             A- (81*1&)7

as,                                                                                                 A &                                                         E            .    Jo  (1 6  %,),    (c, Re) pr,..1 I.(«,2-8.9..        644,94.9, B...  «/

°0     AL-e             5    1-4, L           E               J C,    lk)

=3Ift#AR'B,·101-2  D     (it ;; ,i,)»C" 4,4 (,E,LE,T-,   Cl,)4./ Th,R «R z 4,

.;                 The boundary conditions at ho enables us to solve equation (11) for   )

and    3   9 and. knowing   4)  ,  we  then  have the solution  for the first iterant g

f---                                                                                                                                                                           
                                     -

»- Nt. PA.
7                  - Now,  knowing  the  true      ,  one  may  take  the /8 of  our. trial function
.

as the solution of the critical equation

7 K=  D  +  (84.   5041-'  '-(B'.  BL)  71»+ .lt,    Bz)   3j                                    (14

#=,=='
-A'©

H%...
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)     -
'. A reasonable guess as to the weighting function   'would also be       -

Jo 04),  as a matter of fact, for thermal reflectors,  this is almost always
0,- .

a better approximation to   |'|   than to       .   Then, an estimate  of  the

ctitical  11  is: r  ho'.     o
11'          J     (An)  k  •l  2

11 =  P   ·J,    i Th     o  Y
c        ' ,       '          crrh  J.  (#/Llf,4

't' (13)4. 7/11

To improve the sol8tion, we plot #/   and fit it approximately with a
#Th

=.  A  J,(BAA  81,(85&)      ,  «.re  A,B, anaB'are adjustable constants.
)1,0 /.

We then take I,(B'") as a new <F and repeat the iterative process,
-r-

'Th  9
substituting 4   for   wherever it appears in the foregoing equationso

             let us call this result 'Th °

Now, since the sources and iterants are superposable, we may take as

6 ,1.1 0  and 2V 'our true
lih 'Th       /
W '   =A  2 9 0   +  8 4 1 07 Th , Th         Th/
1,"    -A  YA  +8  Y                                                   -                                                               (14)VT 11  -' '              r.h

and reestimate

f n*' 2Vo      j    (BE)ki LJo       / TA       o

1<(=     k          40   'F      ll-   (840     1  ,                 -                                                                                                   (15)' Th   0
-                  Except for veBy unusual systems, it is generally unnecessary to iterate

71,0
further, inasmuch   as the shapes   of   W           and  *1   are generally   very s imilar;'Th :Th

hence, the ratio (15) is insensitive to changes in the weighting factor, and

may therefore be taken as well estimatede

Since it is necessary to obtain critical radii rather than multiplica-

i            tions_, we use the following technique to correct the radii: Equation (12)
-

enables us to solve for  8 and for  8,= (the decay constant correspondlng

4.                 to   c ) o The "equivalent bare pile" must then have a radius  R =  8 -
C                          ..

                            or  <,= -   -     for  the  real   A'  and
the critical    ,   respectively.    Hence,

if the reflector savings were constant as functions of reflector thickness,

3             the true critical radius iould be

-         --
0:i:,
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b l-I-

/tc = /60 f  Rc  - R                                                       (16)
To this.must be added a small extra quantity, representing the dif-

ference in reflector savings in going from a reflector thickness of
0.  "'   I

/6.1  -/60  to   j.5 -'% o For these systems 9 Garabedian has .computed reflector

savings as functions  of  02, 0 thickness  (see  Figs.  2-11  of his report);

hence, we may finally estimate

/D, = Ak, 1- CR -R)(l- -*1,)                           (inolsj
where / may be obtained from Garabedian's plot of  j  (savings) vse

- d WILO
v                 t   (thickness) .

IV  Convergence of the. Fourier-Bessel Series

                  The Fourier-Bessel series used in equations· 6-11 are convenient when

the reflector is not of extremely great thickness compared to the, core
. (3 .

radiuso  Obviously, as the reflector goes to infinity, the series goes

into a Hankel integralo
*

For the particular cases treated here, the reflectors were not ex-

treme ly large .      In   one    case , was approximately 1/2, and for the

other, 1/3.  Hence, the series converged within the limits of error in a

few terms.  The number of terms used was, in bgth cases, six for the first

- 1,4 %,2iteration, corresponding to ignoring all A&/ which were less than

10-4 the first term.

The reiteration requires only the same absolute accuracyas the itera.

A.  0- jL1 -3% 2
tion.  Hence, we drop all terms in which the coefficient /7&1 ' multi-

I.
plie-4 'Px,;he normalizing factor -;  (Equation  (14))  is  less  than the

1         /1.4 " 144. in the original iterationo  In the cases treated here, this

required only five termso

\

For problems involving infinite reflectors, there is often some

=5
2US 220
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knowledge of the behavior of reflector savings compared with the savings

for finite systems .(c of o CNL-36) ; hence, it is often possible to extend

-        results to infinite reflectors by computing a large finite reflector for

which the convergence difficulty  is  not too great o

V.  Numeridal Results

The two cases computed here corresponded to Garabedian's cases I and

II; these pertain to two piles measured by Snell.

27 Case I had a concentration of 10.35 g/liter and a mass of 8696, cor-
· .      responding to a radius of 20.8 cm and a height of 62.88 cm.  Case II had

i     a concentration of 5.17 g/liter and a mass of 930 g, corresponding to a

radius of 30.44 cm; the height was the
same o   

'            Garabedian's table of reflector savings indicated an extrapolated

height of ca. 100 cm, within a few percent, and this was taken as

2Hz(actually, 99.4, which made Bz equal to  .001) o   In both cases,)Ll was

60 cm.

The constants used in the calculations are listed below:

Case I Case II

K 20071 2.056
LZ--(c6re) 52 eO 110.6

N 6 - (core) .01538     '             .007234

LZ (reflector) 8120           ·        8120

N(F(reflector) .985 x 10 .985 x 10  -
-4                        -4

40. , 20.4 30.0

,  The results of the calculations are:1

Case I -Cdse II

Lo    ( cm) 20 o4 1           30.0

Kc                        2.055 (2.058) 10991 (1.994)

i//17)01°21
20.150 (20.186)   28.655 (28.707)-

Ll    Mass (cal-Bo) 815 (818) --M-824-(827)-(u-s-ing experi-

/    Mass (expo) 869 930 mental con-
Mass (Garabedian) 812 737 centration)

4< 6*4
1.  Results in parentheses indicate estimates before reiteration.

. . . . 255 1296          -/6
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